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1. Introduction  

Carbon, the first element in Group 4A, is a nonmetal and has 1s2 2s22p2 electronic 
configuration, in which four valence electrons allow it to form a number of hybridized 
atomic orbitals. Therefore, carbon atoms in the elemental substances bonds to each other 
covalently by the sharing of electron pairs, in which the covalent bonds have directional 
properties. This in turn provides carbon capability to adapt into various molecular and 
crystalline structures. The natures of these bonds underlie the varied chemical properties 
and physical properties of the carbon allotropes. Pure carbon-based materials are not only 
diamonds (as shown in Figure1.1a), and graphite (Figure 1.1b) but also fullerenes (Figure 
1.1c), carbon nanotubes (CNT) (see Figure 1.2), and amorphous carbon.  These allotropes 
have been considered some of the most important materials in nanotechnology.  
The unique properties of single-walled carbon nanotubes originate from their distinctive 
structure, which is composed of C-C bonds more closely related to that in graphite rather 
than in diamond. specifically, despite the fact that diamond has a coordination number of 
four with sp3 hybridization,  the sp2 hybridization in graphite links carbon atoms in a two-
dimensional (2D) layer of hexagons that lead to each layer in graphite being a planar 
structure in the ideal cases. In the latter case, each carbon atom contributes three electrons to 
the sigma bonds within the plane and has one electron left in the pz orbitals. These pz obitals 
cooperatively allow the electron to delocalize over the entire plane, giving rise to a 
molecular orbital that is perpendicular to the plane of graphene, which allows the fourth 
valence electron in carbon atoms to move freely on the plane. Within the layers, the carbon-
carbon bond distance is similar to the bond length in benzene (the carbon atoms are strongly 
bound to each other and carbon-carbon distance is about 0.14 nm), leading to a very large 
inplane value for Young's modulus. The distance between layers (about 0.34 nm) is too large 
to permit significant orbital overlap; layers are bounded to each other mainly by weak long-
range Van der Waals type interactions. The weak interlayer coupling gives graphite the 
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property of a seemingly very soft material, the property that allows using graphite in a pen 
for writing. In diamond, all valence electrons are localized around the carbon atoms. These 
structural differences produce profound affects on the electrical properties of graphite and 
diamond: graphite is a semimetal, and diamond is an insulator with a band gap around 6 eV. 
Since carbon nanotubes’ (CNTs) discovery in 1991 [1], they have received extensive 
attention due to many unique physical and chemical properties. Considering that CNTs are 
the subject of one of the most important areas of research in nanotechnology due, to their 
unique properties and potential for precious profitable applications  varying from 
electronics to chemical process control — a massive amount of effort has been invested on 
investigation of nanotubes' active components.  Indeed, their discovery has resulted in a 
variety of technological uses, namely, nanotechnology, functional nanodevices, [2,3,4] 
materials science, heat conduction, [5,6] electronics, [7,8] molecular memories,[9] optics, 
[10,11,12] unique electrical properties,  transistors, electrically excited single-molecule light 
sources, [13,14,15,16] DNA functionalization, [17,18] high-performance adsorbent electrode 
material for energy-storage device, [19] and proteins.[20,21] Most of the research has been 
invested to understand their optical and structural properties as well as the development 
and advancement of carbon nanotubes.   
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are in the structural family of fullerene. They are molecules 
composed entirely of carbon atoms. The carbon atoms are usually arranged in a hexagonal 
pattern, bonded together with extremely strong covalent bonds. A carbon nanotube bundle 
can be visualized as a finite number of carbon graphite shells arranged around a hollow 
center axis with a constant spacing of around 0.34 nm, with a tubular diameter normally 
ranging up to several nanometers from 1.4 nm, and with lengths up to several microns. This 
number of graphite shells is the basis for the key division in carbon nanotubes, such as 
single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) and multi-walled nanotubes (MWNTs). The concept of 
either single-walled or multi-walled carbon nanotubes is important since the properties 
change significantly with respect to each other. One of the goals of the research focused on 
CNTs is to understand how well electrons flow through carbon nanotubes. As it turns out, 
many of the results were inconsistent.  
In general, multi-walled nanotubes have individually different properties, even if they are 
made under the same experimental conditions. Because of uncontrollable inconsistencies 
between each individual nanotube, it is difficult construct a consistent theory of electric flow 
because of structural defects. In general, the amounts of structural defects in any tube 
significantly effects the flow of electrons in any other CNT. These defects are not yet fully 
understood, therefore, many investigators have investigated how to eradicate these defects, 
so as to obtain the highest performance for nanotube conductance. Furthermore, in optics,  
strong Coulomb effects [14,15,16,22,23,24] in carbon nanotubes bring about formation of the 
exciton states that are allegedly a "bright" (allowed one-photon electronic transition) and 
"dark" (forbidden one-photon transition), and dramatically decrease the efficiency of one-
photon light emission via trapping of the carriers by "dark" excitons [13,22, 25,26,27,28,33].  
However, a proper use of these "bright" and "dark" exciton states, which have distinctively 
different recombination times may benefit the use of which quantum coherence [29,30,31,32] 
and multiphoton schemes of excitation potentially not only allowing one to efficiently 
manipulate the dark states, but may also create conditions for efficient light generation in 
different frequency regions; i.e., producing "slow" or "fast" light, thus implementing 
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quantum light storage media with a negative refractive index,[33,34] and other quantum-
optical regimes [33,35,36]. Possible quantum-optical carbon nanotube devices have a 
potential for suitable performance at elevated temperatures, because the binding energies of 
excitons in single-walled nanotubes (SWCNTs) are up to hundreds of meV [23, 24, 16, 37, 38, 
39, 40]. 
CNTs are not only used for electron transport, but also used as an ideal carbon fiber [41] and 
as a storage units for hydrogen for use in hydrogen fuel cells,[41,42]. From a mechanical 
perspective, the strength of CNTs illustrates their material properties, where the majority 
defects can be neglected, that make it possible to view each nanotube as an ideal carbon 
fiber. In nature, the strong C-C bonds in CNTs are some of the strongest bonds, thus making 
a carbon nanotube one of the strongest materials in nature. For instance, for an ideal carbon 
nanotube, Young modulus of 1000 GPa and tensile strength of 60 GPa have been measured 
from individual structure, which is an order of magnitude higher than ordinary engineering 
plastics. High electrical and thermal conductivity have also been determined 
experimentally, [43,44,45,46], with value close to or better than metals. With such a 
combination of properties and a product form compatible with modern polymer processing 
technologies, the possibilities of creating new engineered materials are enourmous [48][47]. 
The use of carbon nanotubes for antistatic and conductive applications in polymers is 
already a commercial reality and is growing in sectors such as electronics and the 
automotive industry. The loading for achieving electrical percolation with multi-wall carbon 
nanotubes (MWCNTs) may be lower than with conductive carbon black grades.  
Carbon nanotubes can be synthesized by various methods, including arc-discharge, laser 
ablation, and chemical vapor deposition [24]. In the arc-discharge method, carbon atoms are 
evaporated by a plasma of helium gas ignited by high currents passing through a carbon 
anode and cathode assembly. The carbon atoms nucleate on a metal catalyst and grow to 
several micrometers in length. A similar principle is adopted in the laser ablation method 
where intense laser pulses are used to ablate a carbon target containing metal catalysts. 
During laser ablation, a flow of inert gas is passed through the growth chamber to carry the  
nanotube downstream to a cold collection finger. The produced SWCNTs mostly crystallize 
in the form of ropes having tens of individual nanotubes close-packed into hexagons via 
Van der Waals interactions. In chemical vapor deposition, a flowing hydrocarbon gas is 
decomposed by metal catalysts. The precipitation of carbon from the saturated phase in 
metal particles leads to the formation of a tubular carbon solid. 
Boron nitride nanotubes (BNNTs) are among the nanocomposites, which have been 
synthesized successfully [48,49,50] following the syntheses of carbon nanotubes (CNTs). 
The electronic properties of boron nitride nanotubes differ from carbon nanotubes. While 
carbon nanotubes can be either metallic or semiconducting, depending on their chirality 
and the diameter [51], all boron nitride nanotubes (BNNTs) are found to be 
semiconducting materials having the large band gaps[53], with band gaps only weakly 
depending on the diameter, chirality, and the number of the walls of the tube. Because of 
their semiconducting behavior, BNNTs are very interesting materials for application in 
nanoscale devices and are considered remarkable alternatives to CNTs [52,53]. 
Modification of the electronic properties of nanotubes by doping and functionalization is 
also an important subject for nano-devices. The doped nanotubes may exhibit a dramatic 
change with regard to the isolated nanotube. Furthermore, because of the strong 
interactions between electrons and holes in BNNTs [54,55], the excitonic effects in are 
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more important than in CNTs. Bright and dark excitons in BNNTs qualitatively alter the 
optical response [57].  
The optical properties of carbon nanotubes are uniquely connected with the absorption, 
photoluminescence, and Raman scattering of carbon nanotubes. Spectroscopic methods are 
used for the characterization of large quantities of nanotubes without damaging them. 
Optical absorption, photoluminescence and Raman spectroscopies permit a reliable 
characterization for the quality of nanotube such as chirality, size, and structural defect of 
the produced nanotubes. These characterization shed light on other properties, such as 
optical, mechanical, and electrical properties. Raman spectroscopy, or light scattering, is a 
powerful technique used to investigate their spectroscopic and structural properties and 
provides significant insight into the fundamental physical processes that occur. Even though 
a large number of phonon modes in the Raman spectra of carbon nanotubes would be 
expected, most are Raman inactive due to the selection rules, as a consequence of the high 
symmetry properties of the nanotubes. The Raman spectrum of a carbon nanotube exhibits a 
few characteristic modes that can be used to determine the size of nanotubes and to classify 
the type of the nanotubes, such as semiconducting and metallic. For example, in the low 
frequency region, one type is called the radial breathing mode (RBM), which is in the radial 
direction with the same phase as a result of the vibration of the entire tube.  This mode is 
strongly diameter dependent.  The RBM is used to determine the size of the nanotube. There 
are two characteristic Raman bands that lie in the range of 1300-1650 cm-1, which are called 
tangential modes. The line shape of these Raman modes may be used to classify whether the 
nanotube is metallic or semiconducting. These Raman modes in the high energy region are 
also slightly diameter dependent. 
Theoretical calculations may be very useful to understand the nature of optical properties as 
well as their storage mechanisms. For a better understanding of the physical and optical 
properties of nanotubes, theoretical calculation may be needed to specify the material 
properties due to the dependence of their spectroscopic properties on the size of the 
nanotubes. The electronic structures of the single-walled boron nitride nanotubes 
(SWBNNTs) were theoretically investigated by Rubio et al. [56] using the tight binding 
approximation. All SWBNNTs were found to be semiconducting materials with the band 
gaps greater than 2 eV. BNNTs with larger diameters have a larger band gap, with a 
saturation value corresponding to the band gap of a hexagonal boron nitride [56,57]. The 
local-density-functional (LDA) calculations [58] indicated that the folding of a hexagonal 
boron nitride sheet into a BNNT is energetically more favorable than to form a CNT from a 
graphite sheet [57]. Molecular dynamics simulations have been applied to explore the 
interactions between molecules and BNNTs in addition to structural and thermal stability of 
the BNNTs [59]. It has been reported that the (5, 5) boron nitride nanotube transport water, 
although the (5, 5) CNT is not able to do so because of much larger energy barrier. The Van 
der Waals interactions between water molecules and nitrogen atoms decrease the energy 
barrier of the BNNTs. For reason, BNNTs with the small diameter were suggested as an 
aspirant for a synthetic aquaporin-1 water channel [57]. A variety of subjects of BNNTs have 
been investigated by theoretical methods, including hydrogen storage [60,61,62,63,64,65, 66], 
magnetism [67,68,69,70,71,72,73], phonon characteristics [74,75,76], stability [77,78,79], 
molecular dynamics [80,81,82,83], field-electron emission [84], scanning tunneling 
microscopy simulation [85], electron transport [86], symmetry breaking [87], work function 
[88], spin-splitting [89] and quantum computing [90,91].  
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a)      b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 1.1. a. Diamond, b. Graphite, c. C60 fullerenes 

 
Fig. 1.2. (5,5)-single-wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) 
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2. Geometrical structure 

As is well known, a carbon nanotube can be visualized as being formed by rolling up a well-
defined projected area within the hexagonal lattice of a graphene sheet in a seamless fashion 
such that all carbon-carbon (C-C) valences are satisfied, and the direction in which the roll 
up is performed transforms into the circumference of the tube.  The projected area is in fact a 
homomorphic representation of a particular carbon nanotube. 
There are many possible ways to roll up a graphene sheet into a cylinder with the hexagons 
to be completed. Figure 2.3A illustrates such an example of tube construction. The roll-up 
vector is also termed the chiral vector (C屎王) and is defined as 券欠王怠 髪兼欠王態, where 欠王怠 and 欠王態 are 
the basis vectors the graphene lattice; n and m are the so-called chiral indices.  By using unit 
vectors 欠王怠 and 欠王態 with the chiral indices n and m, geometric parameters of a carbon 
nanotube can be defined.   In general, an infinite number of nanotube geometries are 
possible, with specific nanotubes characterized by chiral indices (n,m), which, in turn, define 
the chiral angle () and tube diameter (dt); the latter is also dependent on the C-C bond 
length of the hexagonal lattice.  For n = m, the nanotube is said to have the "armchair" 
conformation; for n  0 and m = 0, the conformation is called "zigzag"; while for n  0 and m 
 0 the conformation is termed "chiral." A seen in Figure 2.3E-F, double-walled carbon 
nanotubes (DWCNTs) are in the border between single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) 
and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT). 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 2.3. The graphene honeycomb sheet and the schematically represented nanotube that 
can be obtained by rolling up the graphene layer along the chiral vector 系王 turns into the 
circumference of the cylinder, and the translation vector 劇屎王 is aligned along the cylinder axis 
and represents the unit cell of a carbon nanotube. 

As mentioned above, the chiral vector  C屎王 is defined by the use of the real space unit vectors  欠王怠 and 欠王態  of the hexagonal lattice as follows: 
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 C屎王 噺 na屎王怠 髪ma屎王態  (2.1) 

Here the angle between the unit vectors  欠王怠 and 欠王態 is 60 degree and |a屎王怠| 噺 |a屎王態| 噺 a 噺 √ぬa大大 
where a大大岫≅ ど.なねに	nm岻 is the average C-C bond distance in two dimensional network (2D) 
of the graphene lattice and n and m are integer numbers. The magnitude of chiral vector  C屎王 
can be given by equation 2.2 

 弁C屎王弁 噺 a√n態 髪m態 髪 nm (2.2) 

Since the single wall carbon nanotube is formed by rolling up the sheet along the direction 
of the chiral vector C屎王, the circumference of cylindrical carbon nanotube equal to the length of 
the chiral vector C屎王. For a given pair of integers (n, m), the diameter 穴痛 of a carbon nanotube 
may be derived from the length of the chiral vector C屎王 as follows: 

 穴痛 噺 弁寵王弁訂 噺 叩√樽鉄袋鱈鉄袋樽鱈訂  (2.3) 

The angle () between the chiral vectors C屎王  and the primitive lattice translation vector 欠王怠is 
called as chiral angle, which is in the range of 0 to 30 degree and can be expressed by the 
pair of integers (n, m), and defined by using the scalar product of the vectors 欠王怠 and C屎王: 

 cos岫θ岻 噺 叩屎王迭.大屎屎屎王|叩屎王迭|弁大屎屎王弁 噺 態樽袋鱈態√樽鉄袋鱈鉄袋樽鱈   (2.4) 

The chiral angle  can be given in tangential form as well by the vector and scalar product of 
the vectors 欠王怠 and C屎王 as follow: 

 tan岫θ岻 噺 弁叩屎王迭⊗大屎屎王弁弁叩屎王迭.大屎屎屎王弁 噺 √戴鱈態樽袋鱈   (2.5) 

Furthermore, it may be useful to specify the unit cell of a carbon nanotube (CNT), which is a 
part of a nanotube containing non-equivalent atoms. CNT can be naturally defined as a 
cylinder built on two orthogonal vectors C屎王  and T屎屎王, where T屎屎王 is the translation vector parallel 
to the nanotube axis and perpendicular to C屎王 as seen in Figure 2.3A. The translation vector T屎屎王 
can be expressed in term of the basis vectors a屎王怠 and  a屎王態 as follows:  

 T屎屎王 噺 t怠a屎王怠 髪 t態a屎王態 ≡ 岫t怠, t態岻   (2.6) 

Since the T屎屎王 and C屎王 vectors are orthogonal to each other and their scalar product should be 
zero,  

 T屎屎王. C屎王 噺 岫t怠a屎王怠 髪 t態a屎王態	岻. 岫na屎王怠 髪ma屎王態岻 噺 t怠岫n 髪 m/に岻 髪 t態岫n/に 髪m岻 噺 ど   (2.7) 

 t怠 噺 伐岾樽袋態鱈態樽袋鱈峇 t態  (2.8) 

In Figure 2.3A the unit cell of the graphite is the rhombus specified by the vectors a屎王怠 and a屎王態 
and containing two carbon atoms. The number of hexagons (N) per unit cell of a carbon 
nanotube can be obtained dividing the area of the nanotube unit cell (弁T屎屎王⨂C屎王弁) by the area of 
the graphite unit cell (|a屎王怠⨂a屎王態|,	the area of the rhombus is equal to the area of the hexagon): 
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 N 噺 弁鐸屎屎王⨂大屎屎王弁|叩屎王迭⨂叩屎王鉄| 噺 |岫担迭叩屎王迭袋担鉄叩屎王鉄	岻⨂岫樽叩屎王迭袋鱈叩屎王鉄岻||叩屎王迭⨂叩屎王鉄| 噺 |岫mt怠 伐 nt態岻| |叩屎王迭⨂叩屎王鉄||叩屎王迭⨂叩屎王鉄| 噺 |岫mt怠 伐 nt態岻|  (2.9) 

 mt怠 伐 nt態 噺 罰N  (2.10) 

Substituting Eq. 2.8 into 2.10 and by setting d琢 噺 態岫樽鉄袋鱈鉄袋樽鱈岻択 , we found that 

 t怠 噺 罰 樽袋態鱈辰都  and t態 噺 ∓ 態樽袋鱈辰都  (2.11) 

Here d琢 is called the greatest common divisor (GCD) and may be defined in terms of the 
greatest common divisor of n and m as given by Eq. 2.12, 

 d琢 噺 菌衿芹
衿緊GCD岫にn 髪 m, n 髪 にm岻or																																					ぬM, if	n 伐 m 噺 ぬl								M, if	n 伐 m 塙 ぬl									here	l 噺 ど,な, に, …				  (2.12) 

2.2 Electronic structure of SWNTs 
Before examining the electronic properties of carbon nanotubes, we briefly discuss the 
electronic structure of graphene investigated which also underline the band structure of the 
nanotubes. For more detail see Ref.92. Graphene is characterized by two types of chemical 
bonds which are linked to the sp2 hybridization of the carbon atomic orbitals. The energy 
band of the three strong - bonds within the honeycomb lattice are far from the Fermi level. 
Therefore, these bonds do not have any contribution to the electronic transport properties of 
graphene and nanotubes.  
The remaining pz orbitals, pointing out of the -bond plane, cannot couple with the - states 
for symmetry arguments. The lateral interaction with neighboring pz orbitals creates 
delocalized - (bonding) and * (antibonding) states, which determine the energy bands 
around the Fermi energy EF. 
The two-dimensional graphene lattice in real space can be formed by translating one unit 
cell of graphene defined by two basis vectors:  a屎王1 噺 叩態 岫√ぬx賦 髪 y賦岻 and a屎王2 噺 叩態 岫√ぬx賦 伐 y賦岻, where |a屎王1| 噺 |a屎王2| 噺 a 噺 √ぬa大大 is the length of the basis vector and a大大岫蛤 ど.なねに	nm岻 is the nearest 
neighbor C-C bonding distance. The unit cell of graphene consists of two atoms, A and B, as 
seen in Fig. 2.3a. A and B atoms form two complementary, hexagonal sublattices. The basis 
vectors b屎王怠 and b屎王態 in the reciprocal lattice as shown in Fig. 2.3b, satisfies the condition a屎王辿. b屎王棚 噺 にπ├辿棚 allows one to find the reciprocal-lattice vectors b屎王怠 and b屎王態:  b屎王1 噺 態窒叩 岾 掴賦√戴髪 検賦峇 and 

b屎王2 噺 態窒叩 岾 掴賦√戴伐 検賦峇.   

A tight binding approximation (TBA) takes into consideration the interactions between only 
the nearest neighbor atoms for the band structure of graphene (Figure 2.3c), the remaining 
interactions are ignored, and only one pz orbital per carbon atom is allowed for in 
calculations. It should be pointed out that tight-binding approximation gives reliable results 
at the energy range near the Fermi level of the graphene sheet, which is the region of interest 
for electronic transport [93].  By considering two independent wave functions (adhering to 
the Bloch theorem) for the electrons corresponding to the two complementary sublattices 
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and neglecting the overlap matrix elements S 噺 駆┰岫p炭, A岻弁┰岫p炭, B岻駈 one obtains the following 
relation for the energy dispersion of the bands in graphene: 

 E罰盤k屎王匪 噺 罰γ謬ぬ 髪 に範cos岫 k屎王. a屎王怠岻 髪 cos岫 k屎王. a屎王態岻 髪 cos岫k屎王. a屎王怠 伐 k屎王. a屎王態岻飯  (2.13) 

Where ┛ 噺 	に.ひ	 罰 	ど.に	eV is the interaction energy between the nearest neighbor atoms A and 
B. The k屎王 噺 k淡x賦 髪 k湛y賦 vectors, which belong to the first Brillouin zone (BZ) of the hexagon, as 
seen in Fig. 2.3b, represent the ensemble of available electronic momenta.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 2.3. a) Unit cell of graphene containing two atoms A and B defining two complementary 
sublattices; b) the hexagonal Brillouin zone (BZ) of graphene with the reciprocal lattice 

vectors b屎王怠 and b屎王態:  b屎王1 噺 態窒叩 岾 掴賦√戴髪 検賦峇 and b屎王2 噺 態窒叩 岾 掴賦√戴伐 検賦峇.	The Γ, 計	欠券穴	警 represent the high 

symmetry points; c) Atom A (in red color) has three the nearest atoms B (in light blue 
colour), six second nearest atoms A and three third nearest atoms B as shown in the shaded 
area in the figure. Here a屎王1 and a屎王2 are the unit cell vectors: a屎王1 噺 叩態 岫√ぬx賦 髪 y賦岻 and 

 a屎王2 噺 叩態 岫√ぬx賦 伐 y賦岻. 
Figure 2.4a-b shows a three-dimensional plot of the energy dispersion E(k) along the high 
symmetry directions of the BZ, defined by the Γ, M and K points. The conduction and 
valence bands touch and are degenerate at the six K points at the corners of the first BZ, thus 
allowing the classification of graphene as a semimetal. Three out of the six K points are 
equivalent due to the spatial symmetry of the hexagonal lattice, thus two distinguishable 
points remain called K and K'. The bonding bands are completely filled and the antibonding 
bands are empty at zero temperature. The undoped state, where the Fermi surface contains 
only the six K points, is called the “charge neutrality point”.  In the region of the  
Fermi, Taylor expansion of Eq.2. 13 provides a simplified linear energy dispersion  
relation:  

 継盤倦屎王匪 噺 √戴銚廷態 |倦屎王 伐 倦屎王庁| (2.14) 
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Fig. 2.4. The energy dispersion of the E(k) for the graphene: a) indicates three-dimensional 
plot and b) the counter plot. 

By using Zone-folding approximation, the energy dispersion relation of CNTs can be 
obtained from the simplified linear energy dispersion relation of the graphene near the 
Fermi level since a carbon nanotube consisting of one graphene sheet rolled into a cylinder. 
By applying periodic boundary conditions along the circumference of a SWNT, it is easy see 
that, whereas the allowed wave vectors in direction perpendicular to the tube axis are 
quantized, the wave vectors are parallel to the nanotube axis remain continuous since the 
nanotube has an infinite length. The application of periodic boundary conditions around the 
tube circumference brings about the following restrictions on the allowed wavefunctions: 

 Ä谷盤r王 髪 C屎王匪 噺 exp盤ik屎王. C屎王匪Ä谷岫r王岻 噺 Ä谷岫r王岻 (2.15) 

where vectors k屎王  and C屎王 and are respectively allowed wave vector undertaken the tube 
surface and circumference of the nanotube. This is the first equality arising from the Bloch 
theorem. Thus, the periodic boundary condition imposed along the circumference direction 
restricted the wave vectors to: 

 k屎王. C屎王 噺 にπq;  q=0, 1, 2,  (2.16) 

The energy dispersion relation near the Fermi-points is the most fascinating: If the distance 
between the high symmetry points, Γ	and	K, is defined by the vector k屎王題 噺 怠戴 岫b屎王怠 伐 b屎王態岻, then 

the component of the  k屎王題 on the circumferential direction (C屎王 噺 na屎王怠 髪ma屎王態) can be obtained 
by a scalar product of these two vectors k屎王題	and	C屎王 , with using b屎王辿. a屎王棚 噺 にπ├辿棚, as follow: 

 k屎王題. C屎王 噺 怠戴 岫b屎王怠 伐 b屎王態岻. 岫na屎王怠 髪ma屎王態岻 噺 	にπ 岾樽貸鱈戴 峇	  (2.17) 

If the origin of the reciprocal lattice is placed to the Fermi point, the distance between k屎王題 and 
one of the allowed states at k屎王 can be given in the new coordinate system: 

 ∆k屎王 噺 k屎王 伐 k屎王題 噺 k屎王鯛 髪 k屎王||  (2.18)  
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where k屎王鯛is along the circumference direction C屎王, and k屎王|| is along the nanotube axis and k屎王鯛 is 
perpendicular to k屎王||. The scalar product of the Eq 2. 18 with the chiral vector C屎王, with using 
Eqs. 2. 16 and 2. 17, we could easily reach one of the important equation, which indicate that 
component of the vector  ∆k屎王 along the circumference direction,弁k屎王鯛弁 噺 弁∆k屎王大単弁, is quantized and 
given by: 

 弁k屎王鯛弁 噺 弁∆k屎王大単弁 噺 ∆谷屎屎王.大屎屎王|大屎屎王| 噺 岫谷屎屎王.貸谷屎屎王堵岻.大屎屎王|大屎屎王| 噺 態戴辰盗 岷ぬq 伐 岫n 伐 m岻峅 (2.19) 

where dt is the diameter of the nanotube. 
The general form of the energy dispersion relation at vicinity of Fermi level for the 1D 
nanotube can be obtained by substituting Eq. 2. 19 into Eq. 2. 14 as follow: 

 E盤∆k屎王匪 噺 √戴叩|稚|態 弁∆k屎王弁 噺 √戴叩|稚|態 謬弁∆k屎王大単弁態 髪 弁k屎王||弁態 (2.20) 

From equation 2. 20, it is obvious that the nanotube can be either metallic or 
semiconducting, depending on whether (n-m) is the multiple of 3. For instance, at the Fermi 
level (at the corner of hexagon, K point), if an allowed k屎王 line cross the graphene k屎王題 point, k屎王 伐 k屎王題 噺 ど and we find a selection rule on the metallic and semiconducting nanotube as 3q = 

n-m, which indicates that the SWNT is metallic and E盤∆k屎王匪 噺 √戴|┛|態 弁k屎王||弁.  If k屎王 伐 k屎王題 塙 ど, ぬq 塙 n-

m, which denotes that the SWNT is semiconducting and E盤∆k屎王匪 ≅ √戴叩|┛|態 弁∆k屎王大単弁 噺 態√戴叩|┛|辰盗 q.  

One-dimensional (1D) density-of-states (DOS) of the nanotubes may be defined as the 
number of accessible electronic states for a given energy interval. The DOS has a great 
importance for many physical phenomena such as optical absorption-emission, 
conductivity, etc. Furthermore, the one-dimensional DOS generate the resonant Raman 
scattering in addition to intensive interband transitions in the spectra of the optical 
absorption and emission. The DOS is known to depend strongly on the dimension of the 
system[92]. One-dimensional density-of-states may be calculated by using Eq. 2. 21 [92]: 

 経頚鯨岫継岻 噺 態朝∑ 弟岫帳忍盤賃屎王匪貸帳岻鳥帳鞭匂曇忍岫入屎屎王岻匂入屎屎王 鞭朝槌  (2.21) 

Since the energy dispersion vicinity of Fermi level is linear, then, the density of states (DOS) 
of metallic nanotube is constant at Fermi level and inversely proportional to the diameter of 
the nanotube: 経頚鯨岫継庁岻 噺 銚態訂鉄廷鳥禰    
The average energy position of the peaks depends on the nanotube diameter, which is 
defined by the linear dispersion approximation (as discussed above). Figure 2.5 provides 
calculated energy dispersion and DOS for (10, 10) carbon nanotube. 

3. Results and discussion 

Computational methods: The ground state geometry of the single-walled carbon nanotubes 
(SWCNTs), double walled carbon nanotubes (DWCNTs), the single-walled boron nitride 
nanotubes (SWBNNTs) and functionalized-SWCNTs were optimized without symmetry 
restriction on the initial structures.  Both structure optimization and vibrational analysis 
calculations were implemented by using DFT with functionals, specifically, B3LYP, in which 
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the exchange functional is of Becke's three parameter type, including gradient correction, 
and the correlation correction involves the gradient-corrected functional of Lee, Yang and 
Parr.  The basis set of split valence type 6-31G, as contained in the Gaussian 03 software 
package,[94] was used. The results of the calculations did not produce any imaginary 
frequencies. The vibrational mode descriptions were made on the basis of calculated nuclear 
displacements using visual inspection of the animated normal modes (using GaussView03) 
[94], to assess which bond and angle motions dominate the mode dynamics for the 
nanotube. The DFT method was chosen because it is computationally less demanding than 
other approaches as regards inclusion of electron correlation.  Moreover, in addition to its 
excellent accuracy and favorable computation expense ratio, the B3LYP calculation of 
Raman frequencies has shown its efficacy in numerous earlier studies performed in this 
laboratory and by other researchers, often proving itself the most reliable and preferable 
method for many molecular species of intermediate size, including anions and cations[95]. 
 

 
Fig. 2.5. Calculated energy dispersion relation and the density of states (DOS) for a (10,10) 
nanotube.  

In our calculations hydrogen atoms have been placed at the end points of the unit cells. 
Furthermore, the time-dependent density functional theory at TD-B3LYP level were applied 
to calculate the vertical electronic transitions for the SWCNTs, SWBNNTs and 
functionalized (7,0)- and (10,0)-SWCNTs. 

3.1 Structure results 
Calculated averaged C-C bond distances within the single wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) for 
the (n,0)-SWCNTs with n = 6 to 19 for the (n,n)-SWCNTs with n = 3 to 10 were not only 
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found to be diameter dependent, but also dependent on length of the tube as seen in Table 
3.1.1 and 3.1.2 and Figure 3.1.1. The calculated averaged B-N bond distances within the 
armchair and zigzag boron nitride nanotubes (BNTs) also indicated similar diameter- and size-
dependence (see Table 3.1.1 and 3.1.2).   The plot of the calculated averaged bond distances for 
the (n,0)- and (n,n)-type nanotubes indicated that the bond distances within the nanotube 
slightly decreases and stabilizes with increasing diameter of the isolated nanotube; the solid 
curves in Figure 3.1.1 is a fit to the calculated energies using a functional form that depends 
inversely on nanotube diameter: fitting equations are given in Eq. 1a-1e. As seen in Figure 
3.1.1, for the (n,0)-SWCNTs, the plot of the averaged CC bond distance  versus the tube 
diameter indicated that the CC bond distance does not only decrease with increasing tube 
diameter as expected, but also the bond distances of (0,2n) and (0,2n+1)-type  SWCNTs are 
well separated. This circumstance is also observed in the folding (curvature) energies (Eq2a-
2b) and in the Raman spectra of (0,2n)- and (0,2n+1)-type SWCNTs. However, the calculations 
for the rest of the nanotube studied here did not clearly indicate this observation.  

 R大大岫岫にn, ど岻; in	nm岻 噺 	ど.なねにに 伐 待.待待待替辰盗 髪	待.待待待替辰盗鉄  (3.1.1a) 

 R大大岫岫にn 髪 な,ど岻; in	nm岻 噺 	ど.なねにに 伐 待.待待待戴辰盗 髪	待.待待待戴辰盗鉄  (3.1.1b) 

 R大大岫岫n, n岻; in	nm岻 噺 	ど.なねにな 伐 待.待待待戴辰盗 髪	待.待待待戴辰盗鉄  (3.1.1c) 

 R台択岫岫n, n岻; in	nm岻 噺 	ど.なねねひ 伐 待.待待待態辰盗 髪	待.待待待戴辰盗鉄  (3.1.1d) 

 R台択岫岫n, ど岻; in	nm岻 噺 	ど.なねぬぬ 伐 待.待待待戴辰盗 髪	待.待待待戴辰盗鉄  (3.1.1e) 

 
Fig. 3.1.1. The calculated folding (curvature) energies of (n,0)-, (n,n)-SWCNTs/BN-
nanotubes and (n,2)-SWCNTs referenced to their the nanotube with the smallest diameter 
and boron nitride nanotubes with their corresponding bond distances. 
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Figure 3.1.1 provides the plot of the calculated global energy per-hexagon for the (n,0)- and 
(n,n)-SWCNTs/SWBNNTs referenced to their corresponding (6,0)- and (3,3)-
SWCNT/SWBNNTs energies, respectively. The result of the calculations suggested that the 
curvature energy (or folding energy) of the nanotubes rapidly decrease and stabilizes with 
increasing the diameter of the isolated nanotube; the solid curves in Figure 3.1.1 is a fit to the 
calculated energies using a functional form that depends inversely on nanotube diameter. 
The fitting parameters are given in equations. 3.1.2a-2e. The plot of the calculated folding 
energy for the (n,2)-SWCNTs, with n=5 to 10, exemplified similar fitting equations as given 
in Equation 3.1.2f. 

 ∆E岫岫n, ど岻 伐 CNTs岻 噺 E岫樽,待岻 伐 E岫滞,待岻 噺 伐な.はね 伐 待.待替岫奪諾.樽鱈岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 髪 待.戴滞岫奪諾.岫樽鱈岻鉄岻辰盗鉄岫樽鱈岻鉄  (3.1.2a) 

 ∆E岫岫n, ど岻 伐 CNTs岻 噺 E岫樽,待岻 伐 E岫滞,待岻 噺 伐な.のに 伐 待.態泰岫奪諾.樽鱈岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 髪 待.胎替岫奪諾.岫樽鱈岻鉄岻辰盗鉄岫樽鱈岻鉄  (3.1.2b) 

 ∆E岫岫n, n岻 伐 CNTs岻 噺 E岫樽,樽岻 伐 E岫戴,戴岻 噺 伐な.ばな 伐 待.待態岫奪諾.樽鱈岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 髪 待.戴待岫奪諾.岫樽鱈岻鉄岻辰盗鉄岫樽鱈岻鉄  (3.1.2c) 

 ∆E岫岫n, ど岻 伐 BNNT岻 噺 E岫樽,待岻 伐 E岫胎,待岻 噺 伐ど.ぱに 髪 待.態滞岫奪諾.岫樽鱈岻鉄岻辰盗鉄岫樽鱈岻鉄  (3.1.2d) 

 ∆E岫岫n, n岻 伐 BNNTs岻 噺 E岫樽,樽岻 伐 E岫戴,戴岻 噺 伐な.なば 髪 待.待滞岫奪諾.樽鱈岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 髪 待.怠腿岫奪諾.岫樽鱈岻鉄岻辰盗鉄岫樽鱈岻鉄  (3.1.2e) 

 ∆E岫岫n, に岻 伐 CNTs岻 噺 E岫樽,待岻 伐 E岫滞,待岻 噺 伐な.のね 伐 待.滞胎岫奪諾.樽鱈岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 髪 待.待替岫奪諾.岫樽鱈岻鉄岻辰盗鉄岫樽鱈岻鉄  (3.1.2f) 

In Eq. 3.1.2a-3.1.2f, En,m stand for the folding energy (in eV) of the (n,m)-type isolated single-
wall carbon and boron nitride nanotubes and dt corresponds to their tube diameter in nm unit.  
Clearly, larger diameter SWCNTs/SWBNNTs can be more easily formed than the smaller 
diameter ones in gas phase.  For example, while energy differences for the (7,0) through (12,0)-
SWCNT, relative to the (6,0)-SWCNT, rapidly approaches a limiting value, one notes that from 
the (11,0)- up to the (16,0)-SWCNT a limiting value is nearly reached and changes in energy 
approach zero. Of course, this is to be expected since the smaller diameter, the more strained 
are the sp2 hybridized sigma bonds; or stated another way, the smaller the diameter the more 
altered from planarity must be the sp2 hybridized orbitals. It should be noted that the 
formation of the nanotube in gas phase and in any environment might be different. The size of 
the nanotube in an environment also depends on cavity size of the environment owing to the 
electrostatic interactions between the tube and its neighboring. When comparing the folding 
energy of the (n,0)-type nanotubes with that of the (n,n)-type nanotube, the calculations 
indicated that folding of the zigzag nanotubes are more easily than that of the armchair-
nanotubes for both carbon nanotubes and boron nitride nanotubes. This observed 
circumstance is expected because of the geometrical reason, for instance, while three of the 
sigma bonds as a result of the sp2-hybridized orbitals in the armchair nanotubes are folded, 
only two of three sp2-hybridized orbitals in the zigzag-form of the nanotubes are folded and 
one of them along the nanotube axis without folding. This assessment also is found in the 
bond distances such as the CC bond distances in the (n,n)-type nanotubes are longer than in 
the (n,0)-type nanotubes as seen in Figure 3.1.1 and  Table 3.1.1 or equations 3.1.1a-3.1.1e. 
Based on part of the calculations, when comparing the carbon nanotubes with the boron 
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nitride nanotubes, as seen in Figure 3.1.1 and equations 3.1.2a-3.1.2e, the formation of the 
carbon nanotubes is more easily than the boron nitride nanotubes. 
 

SWCNTs SWBNNTs 

n (0, n) (n, n) (2, n) (0, n) (n, n) 

 <CC> dt <CC> dt <CC> dt <BN> dt <BN> dt 

3   0.143 0.411     0.146 0.418 
4   0.143 0.545     0.145 0.555 
5   0.142 0.680 0.143 0.493   0.145 0.693 
6 0.143 0.473 0.142 0.815 0.143 0.567   0.145 0.831 
7 0.143 0.552 0.142 0.951 0.143 0.644 0.146 0.562 0.145 0.969 
8 0.142 0.628 0.142 1.087 0.143 0.721 0.146 0.642 0.145 1.107 
9 0.143 0.708 0.142 1.222 0.142 0.797 0.145 0.721 0.145 1.245 
10 0.142 0.785 0.142 1.357 0.142 0.875 0.145 0.801 0.145 1.383 
11 0.142 0.864 0.142 1.492   0.145 0.880   
12 0.142 0.941 0.142 1.628   0.145 0.960   
13 0.142 1.020     0.145 1.040   
14 0.142 1.098     0.145 1.120   
15 0.142 1.177     0.145 1.199   
16 0.142 1.253     0.145 1.279   
17 0.142 1.332     0.145 1.359   
18 0.142 1.410     0.145 1.439   
19 0.141 1.476     0.145 1.518   

Table 3.1.1. The calculated averaged CC and BN bond distances and diameters of the (n, m)-
type  nanotube in nm. 

We also examined the dependence of the curvature energy on the length of the zigzag (n,0)-
SWCNTs referenced to the (6,0)-SWCNT, defined as  ∆継 噺 E岫樽,待岻岫m岻 伐 E岫滞,待岻岫m岻. Where m 
indicates the number of hexagon along the tube axis, m = 1 to 4, and the chiral index n is 
ranging from 6 to 11. As seen in Figure 3.1.2, the calculated folding energy per hexagon for 
each m is compatible with each other. The estimated fitting parameters, given in equations 
3.1.3a-3.1.3d, are almost the same. When we examined the folding energy per hexagon as 
function of the number of hexagon along the tube axis (m) for a given (n,0)-SWCNT, for 
example, (6,0)-SWCNT with m= 1 to 4, we found that the folding energy slightly increases 
(less than 0.1 eV) and stabilizes with increasing the number of hexagon along tube axis (m) 
of the isolated zigzag nanotube. This consequence also can be easily seen in equations 3.1.3a 
to 3.1.3d. Table 3.1.2 provides the calculated averaged CC bond distances and diameters of 
the zigzag and armchair isolated single-wall carbon nanotubes. The calculated averaged CC 
bond distances also slightly increases and stabilizes with increasing length of the tube. It can 
be seen that dependence of the geometric parameters and folding energies on the diameter 
and length of the nanotube is as a result of the deformation in the sp2-hybridized orbitals of 
the CC bonds.  

 E岫樽,待岻岫m 噺 な岻 伐 E岫滞,待岻岫m 噺 な岻 噺 伐な.のな 伐 待.怠滞岫奪諾.樽鱈岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 髪 待.替態岫奪諾.岫樽鱈岻鉄岻辰盗鉄岫樽鱈岻鉄  (3.1.3a) 
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 E岫樽,待岻岫m 噺 に岻 伐 E岫滞,待岻岫m 噺 に岻 噺 伐な.のな 伐 待.態腿岫奪諾.樽鱈岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 髪 待.替腿岫奪諾.岫樽鱈岻鉄岻辰盗鉄岫樽鱈岻鉄  (3.1.3b) 

 E岫樽,待岻岫m 噺 ぬ岻 伐 E岫滞,待岻岫m 噺 ぬ岻 噺 伐な.のな 伐 待.怠胎岫奪諾.樽鱈岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 髪 待.替戴岫奪諾.岫樽鱈岻鉄岻辰盗鉄岫樽鱈岻鉄  (3.1.3c) 

 E岫樽,待岻岫m 噺 ね岻 伐 E岫滞,待岻岫m 噺 ね岻 噺 伐な.のな 伐 待.怠泰岫奪諾.樽鱈岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 髪 待.替怠岫奪諾.岫樽鱈岻鉄岻辰盗鉄岫樽鱈岻鉄  (3.1.3d) 

 

 
Fig. 3.1.2. The calculated size (the number of hexagon along the nanotube axis (m)) 
dependence of the folding energies for the (n,0)-SWCNTs, n=6 to 11, referenced to the (6,0)-
SWCNT with the same number of m. 

 SWCNTs 

 (4,4) (0,6) (0,7) (0,8) (0,9) (0,10) 

m <CC> dt <CC> dt <CC> dt <CC> dt <CC> dt <CC> dt 

1 0.141 0.540 0.143 0.473 0.143 0.552 0.142 0.627 0.143 0.707 0.142 0.785 
2 0.142 0.544 0.143 0.474 0.143 0.553   0.143 0.709 0.143 0.787 
3 0.143 0.545 0.144 0.475 0.143 0.553 0.143 0.631 0.143 0.709 0.143 0.787 
4 0.143 0.546 0.144 0.475 0.143 0.553 0.143 0.631 SWCNTs SWBNNT 

5 0.143 0.546 0.144 0.475 0.143 0.553   (0,11) (0,8) 

6 0.143 0.546      m <CC> dt <CC> dt 

7 0.143 0.547      1 0.142 0.864 0.145 0.642 
8 0.143 0.547      2 0.143 0.865 0.146 0.642 
9 0.143 0.547      3 0.143 0.865 0.146 0.642 

10 0.143 0.547      4   0.146 0.642 
11 0.143 0.547      5   0.146 0.643 

Table 3.1.2. The dependence of calculated averaged CC and BN bond distances on the length 
and diameters (dt) of the nanotubes in nm. Where m indicates the number of hexagon along 
the nanotube axis. 
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The calculated full natural bond orbital analysis (NBO) indicates that three of the four 
valence electrons of the carbon atoms in SWCNTs are sp2-hybridized in the one-dimensional 
(1D) network, with ~34% s and ~66% pxy character, and the forth electron is ~ 100% pz in 
character.  As expected, each carbon atom contributes three electrons to the sigma bonds 
within the surface of the CNT and has one electron left in the pz orbitals that is delocalized 
over the entire surface. Figure 3.1.3A provides the calculated electron density in some of the 
upper occupied molecular orbitals and lower unoccupied molecular orbitals.  It is to be 
noted that the HOMO and LUMO are pure nonbonding -orbitals (resulting from pz atomic 
orbitals). 

3.2 DWCNT 
The DFT technique, at same level of the theory, was performed to calculate the Raman and 
IR spectra for (n,0)&(2n,0)-DWCNTs, (6,0)&(12,0), (7,0)&(14,0) and (8,0)&(16,0), as well as 
their inner- and outer-shell diameters and electron densities in gas phase. The key 
conclusions of these calculations on DWCNTs are summarized below. The diameter 
dependence of the curvature energies of the DWCNTs reference to the global energies of 
their corresponding inner- and outer-SWCNTs is well fitted by a Lannard-Jones potential 
expression as given in equation 3.2.1,  

∆E岫eV岻 噺 	E岷岫にn, ど岻&岫n, ど岻峅 伐 E岫にn, ど岻 伐 E岫n, ど岻 噺 ぬ.はばは 犯岾待.胎待態岫樽鱈岻第盗岫樽鱈岻 峇滞 伐 岾待.胎待態岫樽鱈岻第盗岫樽鱈岻 峇怠態般 (3.2.1) 

which may be interpreted such as a van der Waals type intertube interactions for DWCNTs. 

Where 
1 1 1

( ) ( )t t tD d Inner Shell d Outer Shell
  . A comparison the diameters of the inner- and 

outer-shells of the DWCNTs with their corresponding SWCNTs diameters showed that the 
averaged inner-shells diameters decrease (~ -0.08Å) and averaged outer-shells diameters 
increased as much as 0.25Å. These changes also found in the averaged C-C bond distances; 
about –0.014, 0.004 and 0.009 Å in inner-shells and 0.044, 0.028 and 0.023 Å in outer-shells 
for (6,0)&(12,0), (7,0)&(14,0) and (8,0)&(16,0)-DWCNTs, respectively, reference to their 
corresponding averaged C-C bond distances for the SWCNTs. These predictions explicitly 
indicate the existence of intertube interactions in DWCNT systems, which may be expressed 
by a van der Waals type interaction, not like chemical bonding interactions in the ground 
state. Furthermore, Figure 3.2.1B provides the calculated electron density of (0,6)&(0,12)-
DWCNT showed that first four highest occupied molecular orbitals (from HOMO to 
HOMO-3 with the A1u, A2g and 2E1g symmetries, respectively) belong to the outer-shell and 
the next highest occupied molecular orbitals from HOMO-4 to HOMO-24 include both 
inner- and outer-shells of (0,6)&(0,12)-DWCNT. The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, 
LUMO (E1u) lies about 0.780 eV above the HOMO (A1u) belongs to the outer-shell and the 
next one (B2u) belongs to the inner-shell and lies 0.849 eV above the HOMO (A1u). The 
calculated electron density also indicated that an intratube (inner and outer tube) interaction 
may possibly take place in the excited state: the LUMO+7 with A2u symmetry and 2.494 eV 
above the HOMO (A1u), LUMO+8 (E1u and 2.557 eV), LUMO+10 (E1g and 2.563 eV) and 
LUMO+15 (E1g and 3.637 eV). The intratube CC -bonding interaction in the excited state 
might lead to a probable intertube charge transfer, which can be observed by a significant 
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change in the tangential modes (TM) range of Raman spectra when the tube excited to its 
intratube charge transfer state. The TM may not only provide information about the metallic 
or semiconducting character of nanotubes, but also on the inner-outer tube (intratube) 
changes transfer. In addition, very recently, Resonant Raman measurements,[96] 
photoemission measurements and theoretical calculations provide a evidence of charge 
transfer between the inner- and outer-shells of DWCNTs. 
Based on this scenario, the small sized-DWCNTs can be used as energy conversion systems 
as a consequence of charge transfer between intershells. This illustration also can reflect on 
the intensity of the Raman bands at the excitation energy where the charge transfer takes 
place between inner- and outer-shells. For (0,7)&(0,14)- and (0,8)&(0,16)-DWCNTs, the 
plotted electron densities did not signify any intratube CC antibonding in the excited state 
up to 4 eV above the ground state.  
 

 
Fig. 3.2.1. Calculated electron densities in the lowest HOMO and LUMO states: (A) for the 
(0,6)- and (0,12)-SWNTs and (B) for the (0,6)&(0,12)-DWNT. 

3.3 Raman spectra 
We calculated Raman spectra of the (n, m)-nanotubes with n = 6 to 19 for the zigzag 
nanotube, n = m = 3 to 12 for the armchair nanotube, and n = 6 to 10 and m= 2 for the chiral 
nanotube; for the zigzag and armchair single-wall boron nitride nanotubes (SWBNNTs) 
chiral index (n, m) ranging from n = 7 to 19 and n = m = 3 to 10, respectively.  For the (n,0)-
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SWCNTs with n = 6 to 11 and the (8, 0)-boron nitride nanotubes, the length dependence of 
the Raman spectra was also calculated at the same level of the DFT.  The calculated Raman 
spectra of the carbon and boron nitride nanotubes illustrate similar structure. Therefore, in 
this chapter, we will comprehensively discuss the (n,0)-SWCNTs only.  

3.3.1 Raman spectra of (n,0)-SWCNTs 
Figure 3.3.1 provides the calculated Raman spectra of the zigzag (n,0)-SWCNTs with n 
ranging from 6 to 19.  Table 3.3.1 provides vibrational mode assignments and frequencies, 
while Figure 3.3.2A provides diagrams of the atomic motions associated with the vibrational 
frequencies for the (11,0)-SWCNT, used as a representative case. All assignments to motions 
of atoms or groups of atoms in Table 3.3.1 have been accomplished through use of vibration 
visualization software (specifically, GaussView03). The calculated Raman spectra indicate 
that there are two additional Raman bands besides the RBM in the low frequency region. 
The frequencies of these latter bands are also found to depend on SWCNT diameter, as 
shown in Figure 3.3.1A, and Figure 3.3.1B indicate the calculated vibrational frequencies as a 
function diameters of SWCNTs. As seen in Figure 3.3.1B, the RBM (with A1g symmetry) and 
two other Raman bands (with E1g and E2g symmetries) have frequencies that inversely 
depend on a nanotube's diameter.  A linear fit to the calculate RBM frequency dependence 
on nanotube diameter is provided; a linear equation, ù琢台托盤A怠巽匪 噺 なに.どね岫cm貸怠岻 髪態態怠.替岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 , is in excellent agreement with the empirically determined expression[97]; 

indeed, a popular one has the value 12.5 for the offset constant and 223.5 for the constant 
shift parameter that appear on the r-h-s of Eq. 2. Even though a linear equation reproduces 
the RBMs within about  3 cm-1 error ranges for the large size SWCNTs, it overestimates 
RBMs for (0, 7)n  -SWCNTs which have diameters smaller than 0.55 nm such as about 14 

cm-1 for (0,6)-SWCNT. In actual fact, this is not so surprising, because the C-C-C bond strain 
rapidly increases with decreasing CNTs diameters (as seen in Figure 3.1.1), the plot of 
curvature energy per hexagon of the isolated-SWCNTs. Therefore, the best fitting may be 
obtained using a quadratic fitting equation as given in Equation 3.3.1, which reproduces the 
RBMs within  2 cm-1 error ranges when comparing with the calculated Raman spectra of 
the SWCNTs from (0,6) to (0,19) by the DFT technique.  

 ù琢台托盤A怠巽匪 噺 伐なね.なに岫cm貸怠岻 髪 態滞苔.滞胎岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 態待.態替岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.1) 

Even though the corresponding linear fit to the two other accompanying calculated low 
frequency bands (ù台第 of E1g symmetry and ù醍第 of E2g symmetry) as functions of the inverse 
of the SWCNT diameter may be given linear equations such as:	ù台第盤E怠巽匪 噺 のな.ひ岫cm貸怠岻 髪怠戴滞.腿岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻   and ù醍第盤E態巽匪 噺 伐ねぬ.ぱ岫cm貸怠岻 髪 腿待.苔岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 , the best fittings are provided in 

Equations 3.3.3a-b and 3.3.4, respectively. It is to be noted that both the E1g and E2g bands 
have lower frequencies than the RBM, with the E2g band being of lowest frequency (see 
Figure 3.3.1B).  These two latter bands are labeled as BD for bonding deformation and ED 
for elliptical deformation, which derives from the predominate motions that define 
vibrational mode motions, as ascertained with the vibration visualization software 
mentioned earlier (see Table 3.3.1). Furthermore, the calculated E2g band for (0,2n)-SWCNTs 
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is not only diameter dependent, but is also dependent on whether the number of hexagons 
formed in the circumference direction of the SWCNTs (0,2n) type or (0,2n+1) type, 
respectively are even or odd. As shown in Figure 3.3.1B, the E2g band for (0,2n) and (0,2n+1) 
type SWCNTs is well separated with decreasing tube diameter, but they again join together 
at the large tube diameters. Therefore, in order to obtain a more precise fitting equation for 
this Raman band (of symmetry E2g), we obtained two fitting equations as given in Eq. 3.3.3a 
for (0, 2n) type SWCNTs and Eq. 3b for (0,2n+1) type SWCNTs. 

 ù台第盤E怠巽; 岫にn, ど岻匪 噺 ね.なの岫cm貸怠岻 髪 態態胎.腿態岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 戴戴.滞待岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.3a) 

 ù台第盤E怠巽; 岫にn 髪 な,ど岻匪 噺 伐ど.ねぬ岫cm貸怠岻 髪 態態替.態戴岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 戴胎.戴替岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.3b) 

 ù醍第盤E態巽; 岫n, ど岻匪 噺 伐ど.ぬな岫cm貸怠岻 髪 怠.怠戴岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 髪 戴戴.態戴岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.4) 

Moreover, as seen in Figure 3.3.1B, for large sized SWCNTs, the ù琢台托岫A怠巽岻 and ù台第岫E怠巽岻 
mode frequencies converge. The calculated frequency separation between the RBM and BD 
to found to be 0, 5, 9 and 14 cm-1, respectively, when n has the values 27, 24, 22 and 20. 
Thus, one can anticipate the (27,0)-SWCNT would have unresolvable RBM and BD bands. 
We can anticipate, in general, that the acquisition of Raman spectra for experimental 
samples consisting of large diameter SWCNT with the purpose of characterizing the sample 
in terms of electronic properties and purity may be complicated by the existence of this BD 
band, which can lead to apparent broadening of bands as well as the presence of additional 
bands that may lead to the erroneous conclusion that more than one type of SWCNT is 
present in the sample.  
As regards other general conclusions that can be drawn from our calculations for the 
SWCNTs, we note that the lowest frequency ù醍第盤E態巽匪 mode may not be observable for large 
diameter nanotube due to Rayleigh scattering; however, our calculation suggests that (6,0) 
and (7,0) zigzag SWCNTs, with computed ù醍第's of 145.5 and 110.8 cm-1, should be 
resolvable from Rayleigh scattering. Also, we have found that calculated Raman bands in 
the mid-frequency region exit nearly size-independent peak positions. While, as indicated in 
Table 3.3.1 or Figure 3.3.1C and 3.3.1E, in the high-frequency region there are three Raman 
bands of symmetries E1g/E2g/A1g that lie close to one another. Raman bands A1g symmetry 
essentially remain constant for (2n,0) type CNTs (with band position 1526  0.5 cm-1, see Fig. 
3.3.1E), but  that for (2n+1,0) type CNTs are diameter dependent (Fig. 3.3.1C), A1g(1486-1525 

cm-1 or なのには岫cm貸怠岻 髪 戴.泰泰岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 怠替.腿滞岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄 ). We further observe that the E1g (~1547  

25 cm-1) and E2g (~1532  12 cm-1) Raman modes first approach one another in frequency 
then separates as one calculates these frequencies for increase diameter of the SWCNT.  
These shifts in the peak positions may result from the nanotube curvature effect. The 
curvature energy (as given by Eq. 1) of the nanotube brings about dissimilar force constants 
along the nanotube axis and the circumference direction. Therefore, the nanotube geometry 
causes a force constant reduction along the tube axis compared to that in the circumferential 
direction. As a result, the curvature effect might play crucial role in the shift of the peak 
positions of the G-band as well as the RBM band as mentioned earlier. Furthermore, we 
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might note that these Raman bands, since they are overlapping, might pose a problem in 
assessing, based on the shape of bands in this transverse vibrations region, whether SWCNT 
samples are metallic or semiconducting.  In addition, the calculated Raman band positions 
for bands around 1330 cm-1, the disordered graphite region are found to be slightly size 
dependent, exhibiting a small blue shift with increasing diameter of the SWCNTs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 3.3.1 DFT-calculated Raman vibrational frequencies (in cm_1) and assignments for 
(n,0)-CNT at the B3LYP/6-31G level. 
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Fig. 3.3.1. Calculated Raman spectra: (A) increased resolution in the low frequency region, 
showing diameter dependence of the calculated Raman band frequencies for the (n, 0)-
SWCNTs, n = 0 to 19; (B) the plots of the frequencies of vibrational modes of symmetries 
A1g, E1g and E2g versus 1/dt; in the high energy region: (C) for (2n+1,0)-SWCNTs, (D) the 
plots of the frequencies of vibrational modes of symmetries A1g, E1g and E2g versus 1/dt;; (E) 
for (2n,0)-SWCNTs, (F) the plots of the frequencies of vibrational modes of symmetries A1g, 
E1g and E2g versus 1/dt;. Where the signs; x, * and + stand for A1g, E1g and E2g, respectively. 
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Fig. 3.3.2. Calculated molecular motions for some vibrational bands of the (11,0)-SWNT and 
(6,0)&(12,0)-DWNT. The nuclear motions of the other SWNTs studied are provided in Table 
3.3.1. 
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3.3.2 Raman spectra of the (n,n) and (n,2)-SWCNTs 
The calculated Raman spectra of armchair (n, n)- and (n,2) SWCNTs exhibited similar 
structure to these of zigzag-SWCNTs. Figure 3.3.3A provide the calculated Raman spectra of 
the (n,n)-SWCNTs. As seen in the Figure 3.3.3A-B, RBM(A1g), ED(E1g) and BD(E2g) bands of 
vibrational frequencies in the Raman spectra are strongly diameter dependent, but there is 
no significant change in the calculated Raman bands with the symmetry E2g for even and 
number of chiral index n as observed in the Raman spectra of the (n,0)-SWCNTs (see Figure 
3.3.1A-B). Figure 3.3.3B shows the calculated vibrational frequencies as a function of the 
tube’s diameter. As given in Figure 3.3.3A, the RBM (with A1g symmetry) and two other 
Raman bands (with E1g and E2g symmetries) have frequencies that inversely depend on a 
nanotube's diameter.  A linear fit to the calculate RBM(A1g), ED(E1g) and BD(E2g) frequency 
dependence on nanotube diameter is given in equations 3.3.5a-c; 
 

 ù琢台托盤A怠巽匪 噺 伐なに.なぬ岫cm貸怠岻 髪 態胎待.泰態岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 泰替.戴替岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.5a) 

 

 ù台第盤E態巽匪 噺 にね.ばに岫cm貸怠岻 髪 怠戴滞.腿怠岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 泰.戴戴岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.5b) 

 

 ù醍第盤E怠巽匪 噺 伐ど.ばひ岫cm貸怠岻 髪 滞.泰滞岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 髪 態態.怠待岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.5b) 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.3.3. Calculated Raman spectra: (A) increased resolution in the low frequency region, 
showing diameter dependence of the calculated Raman band frequencies for the (n, n)-
SWCNTs, n = 3 to 12; (B) the plots of the frequencies of vibrational modes of symmetries 
A1g, E1g and E2g versus 1/dt. 
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Fig. 3.3.4. Calculated Raman spectra: (A) increased resolution in the high frequency region, 
showing to some extent diameter dependence of the calculated Raman band frequencies for 
the (n, n)-SWCNTs, n = 3 to 12; (B) the plots of the frequencies of vibrational modes of 
symmetries A1g, E1g and E2g versus 1/dt. 

In the high energy region, the calculated Raman spectra exhibit many Raman active spectra 
in range of 1200-1700 cm-1 as seen in Figure 3.3.4A, which are also slightly diameter 
dependent. As seen in Figure 3.3.4B, a linear fit to the calculate A1g, E1g and E2g frequency 
dependence on the diameter of the nanotube is given in equations 3.3.6a-l; 

 ù盤ぬA怠巽匪 噺 なはばど.なは岫cm貸怠岻 伐 腿.待滞岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 泰.胎滞岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.6a) 

 ù盤はE怠巽匪 噺 なははに.のど岫cm貸怠岻 髪 態替.替胎岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 態替.胎胎岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.6b) 

 ù盤ねE態巽匪 噺 なはにば.なぱ岫cm貸怠岻 伐 怠.腿腿岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 替.替胎岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.6c) 

 ù盤ぬE態巽匪 噺 なのねな.ばね岫cm貸怠岻 髪 替戴.胎戴岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 態戴.態腿岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.6d) 

 ù盤にE態巽匪 噺 なのなの.ねの岫cm貸怠岻 髪 態怠.戴戴岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 苔.待腿岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.6e) 

 ù盤のE怠巽匪 噺 なのどに.はは岫cm貸怠岻 伐 態替.滞滞岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 戴.態待岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.6f) 

 ù盤にA怠巽匪 噺 なねはど.にな岫cm貸怠岻 伐 戴態.泰泰岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 髪 態.苔待岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.6g) 

 ù盤ねE怠巽匪 噺 なねぬば.どど岫cm貸怠岻 髪 怠滞.替怠岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 替怠.怠滞岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.6h) 

 ù盤ぬE怠巽匪 噺 なぬぱひ.ねに岫cm貸怠岻 伐 腿怠.戴態岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 髪 腿.苔替岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.6i) 

 ù盤にE怠巽匪 噺 なぬにひ.なに岫cm貸怠岻 髪 苔替.態戴岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 態待.胎待岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.6j) 
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 ù盤なA怠巽匪 噺 なにひの.ねぱ岫cm貸怠岻 伐 泰腿.態胎岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 髪 胎.滞替岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.6k) 

 ù盤なE怠巽匪 噺 なにどな.にぬ岫cm貸怠岻 髪 胎戴.苔苔岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 戴怠.態替岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.6l) 

The calculated Raman bands with symmetry labeled as 3A1g and 6E1g are almost 
overlapping and other bands also close to one other. As observed in low frequency region, 
the diameter dependence of the Raman band in high energy region is somewhat different 
than these found in the Raman spectra of the (n,0)-SWCNTs. 
The calculated Raman spectra of the (n,2)-SWCNTs (see Figure 3.3.5), with n = 5 to 10, did 
not only exhibit the dependence on the diameter of the nanotube, but also relatively 
complicated than the calculated Raman spectra of the armchair- and zigzag-type carbon 
nanotubes. In order to provide a reliable fitting equations for the diameter dependence of 
the RBM(A1g), ED(E1g) and BD(E2g) bands of vibrational frequencies in low energy region, 
the number of calculated Raman spectra for the chiral nanotube is not large enough; 
therefore, based on the present data, tentative fitting equations for the diameter dependence 
of these three Raman bands in the low energy region may be given by equations 3.3.7a-c. 

 ù琢台托盤A怠巽匪 噺 伐なに.なな 髪 態戴戴.滞態岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 髪 待.滞替岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.7a) 

 ù台第盤E態巽匪 噺 にど.なに 髪 苔替.戴胎岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 髪 怠待.態苔樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.7b) 

 ù醍第盤E怠巽匪 噺 に.ねの 髪 怠怠.滞戴岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 髪 態怠.態苔岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.7c) 

 

 
Fig. 3.3.5. The plots of the frequencies of vibrational modes of symmetries A1g, E1g and E2g 
versus 1/dt for the chiral (n, 2)-SWCNTs with n = 5 to 10.  
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3.3.3 Dependence of the RBM Band on the length of nanotube 
We calculated Raman spectra of the zigzag (n,0)-SWCNTs as a function of m (number of 
hexagon along the nanotube axis or length of the tube), where n = 6 to 11 and m = 1 to 5, at 
same level of the DFT. The results of the calculations showed that the RBMs(A1g) is also 
slightly dependent on the m (length of the nanotube) even if its dependence is not as 
strongly dependent on the diameter. When we plotted the RBMs as function of the m with a 
desired nanotube, for instance, for the (6,0)-SWCNT, the dependence of the calculated RBMs 
on the m are not compatible with one other, except for (10,0) and (11,0)-SWCNT. For these 
two latter SWCNTs, the RBMs slightly decreased with increasing value of m.  On the 
contrary, as seen in Figure 3.3.6A, the plot of the calculated RBMs as function of diameter 
for a desired length (m), each curve for the RBMs data is in excellent agreement with one 
other for each of the number of hexagon along the tube axis (m) as shown in Figure 3.3.6C. 
The fitting equations for each set of the m are given by equations 3.3.8a-d. The fitting 
parameters for each set of the m are well consistent with each other. It should be noticed 
that for the fitting equations, we set the constant parameter to -14.1 cm-1 and excluded two 
RBMs of frequencies at 498.9 cm-1 and 445.9 cm-1 for the (6,0)- and (7,0)-SWCNT with the 
m=3, respectively, in order to obtain a best fitting to calculated data. 

 ù琢台托盤A怠巽; m 噺 な匪 噺 伐なね.な 髪 態胎替.苔戴岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 態替.泰胎岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.8a) 

 ù琢台托盤A怠巽; 	m	 噺 	に匪 噺 伐なね.な 髪 態泰胎.態態岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 怠替.待戴岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.8b) 

 ù琢台托盤A怠巽; m	 噺 	ぬ匪 噺 伐なね.な 髪 態替腿.苔泰岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 苔.滞苔岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.8c) 

 ù琢台托盤A怠巽; 	m	 噺 	ね匪 噺 伐なね.な 髪 戴待替.待苔岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 戴替.泰戴岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.3.8d) 

Figure 3.3.6B-C and Table 3.3.2 provides the calculated ED(E1g) mode of frequencies and the 
calculations indicated that the ED(E1g) mode of frequencies are almost length independent. 
Furthermore, we calculated length dependence of the Raman spectra for the (4,4)-SWCNTs. 
The calculations showed that the length dependence of the RBM bands slightly change with 
the number of hexagon along the nanotube axis.  
 

 RBM(A1g) in cm-1 ED(E1g) in cm-1 

m (6,0) (7,0) (8,0) (9,0) (10,0) (11,0) (6,0) (7,0) (8,0) (9,0) (10,0) (11,0) 

1 457,1 410,2 362,9 326,8 295,8 270,3 145.5 110.8 83.7 68.4 54.7 46.1 

2 467,3 414,0  319,0 291,8 266,0 139.38 109.82  67.6 54.4 44.94 

3 498,9 445,9 356,6 325,2 284,5 262,1 145.12 106.97 88.6 66.99 56.26 45.76 

4 476,7 426, 383,3    146.24 105.27 88.24    

5 484,4 421,6     142.67 105.78     

Table 3.3.2. The calculated length (the number of hexagon along the nanotube axis, m = 1 to 
5) dependence of the RBM(A1g)  and ED(E1g) modes at B3LYP/6-31G level of the DFT for the 
zigzag (n,0)-SWCNTs, with n = 6 to 11. 
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Fig. 3.3.6. The calculated dependence of the Raman modes on the diameter and length (the 
number of hexagon (m =1 to 5) along the nanotube axis ) of the nanotubes:  (A) for the 
RBM(A1g); (B) for the ED(E1g) for the zigzag (n, 0)-SWCNTs with n = 6 to 11; and  (C) 
illustrates the plot of the RBM and ED modes as function of the m. 

3.3.4 Raman spectra for DWCNTs  
Figures 5 provides the calculated Raman spectra of (0,6)&(0,12) and (0,7)&(0,14)-DWCNTs 
in the low energy region. The calculations showed that the frequencies of the RBMs and 
tangential modes (TMs) of DWCNT significantly differ from those calculated for SWCNT. 
The calculated Raman spectra of these DWCNTs exhibited two RBM modes resulting from 
the radial motion of the inner- and outer-shells, in-phase and out-of-phase, as seen in Figure 
3B, and both of these RBM modes are strongly diameter dependent. A large gap between 
RBMs of DWCNT decreases with increasing diameter of the inner- and outer-shells. 
Comparing these calculated RBMs with their corresponding ones in the SWCNTs spectra, 
we noticed that the RBMs at 457 cm-1 in the Raman spectrum of (6,0)-SWCN and at 249 cm-1 
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in the (12,0)-SWCNT spectrum are respectively blue-shifted to 525 cm-1 and 276 cm-1 in the 
Raman spectrum of (6,0)&(12,0)-DWCNT. Additionally, the RBMs for (7,0)-SWCNT (410 cm-

1) and (14,0)-SWCNT (214 cm-1) are respectively upward shifted to 450 cm-1 and 237 cm-1 in 
the spectrum of (7,0)&(14,0)-DWCNT. The relative distances between RBMs in the spectrum 
of (n,0)&(2n,0)-DWCNTs are larger than the distances between corresponding RBMs in 
Raman spectra of (n,0)- and (2n,0)-SWCNTs. Even though we do not have enough data for 
the calculated RBMs for different sized DWCNTs, a tentative equation for the RBMs may be 
given by equations below;  

 ù辿樽樽奪嘆岫RBM岻 噺 はにcm貸怠 髪 怠戴腿岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 髪 戴苔岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岫辰盗岫樽鱈岻岻鉄  (3.3.9a) 

  ù誰探担奪嘆岫RBM岻 噺 ねのcm貸怠 髪 態替待岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 戴待岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岫辰盗岫樽鱈岻岻鉄  (3.3.9b) 

Where dt stand for the shell diameter. In the high frequency region, Figure 5 provides the 
calculated Raman modes (with E1g / A1g / E2g symmetries). When we compare these 
tangential bands with their band position in the corresponding SWCNT spectra, it can be 
seen that they are downward shifted (relative to SWCNTs). The animations of the normal 
modes showed that the strong Raman peaks are mostly resulting from the nuclear motions 
of the outer-shell. 

3.4.1 (n,0)- and (n,n)-boron nitride nanotube 
Blase et al [98] have theoretically studied the possibility of obtaining boron nitride nanotubes 
(BNNTs) and initiated an exploration on their characteristic properties [99,100,101], by 
investigating the connection between hexagonal boron nitride sheets [102] and graphite. 
Even though a hexagonal boron nitride sheet is made up of alternating atoms of boron and 
nitrogen, boron nitride surprisingly yields atomic structures like those of graphite. 
Moreover, the crystallographic parameters of hexagonal boron nitride sheets and graphite 
are nearly identical.  Like CNTs, BNNTs with different chiralities can be formed by rolling 
up a hexagonal sheet of boron nitride in different chiral directions. 
BNNTs have many properties similar to those of CNTs [103,104]. For example, chemical 
inertness [105], high heat conduction, piezoelectricity [106], exceptional elastic properties 
[107,108,109,110], high mechanical strength [111,112,113,114],and diameter dependence of 
the Raman bands [99]. In contrast, whereas CNTs are highly toxic for the human body, and 
can be semiconductors and conductors depending on their chirality, BNNTs show good 
biocompatibility and are always semiconducting with a large band gap [99], regardless of 
their chirality.   
The diameter dependence of the vibrational frequency of SWBNNTs has been investigated 
by many researchers [115]. Sanchez-Portal and Hernandez [116] calculated the dependence 
of the vibrational properties of the SWBNNTs using TB approximation. By using first 
principles, Wirtz and Rubio [117] calculated the phonon-dispersion relation for Raman and 
infrared active modes of (n,0)- and (n,m)-type  of the BNNTs. A comparative study of the 
radial breathing mode was also conducted [118] showed that the frequencies of BNNTs are 
lower than those of CNTs whose diameter are close to that of BNNTs. Furthermore, the 
surface buckling that is sole to BNNTs was observed in consequence of the different 
hybridizations of boron and nitrogen in the bent nanotube surfaces [108,117,119]. Even 
though numerous theoretical studies have been done on the diameter dependence of the 
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RBM modes of frequency, a systematic study has not yet been undertaken, although BNNTs 
has applications in a broad range of fields, such as nanoresonators, nanosensors, actuators 
and transducers. [120,121,122]. Up to now, SWBNNTs have been especially considered as 
circular nano-cylinders like SWCNTs. However, Chowdhury et al[99] pointed out that this 
may not be always true as the iconicity of the BN bonds responsible for the surface buckling 
in hoop direction, could also lead to distortion of the optimized configuration in the axial 
direction when BNNTs are used with practical end constraints.  
The present work aims to achieve a realistic configuration of the optimized SWBNNTs 
structure, and conduct a detailed study on geometric and spectroscopic properties. These 
properties include diameter dependence of the Raman and IR spectra of SWBNNTs at same 
level of the density functional theory (DFT) as used for SWCNTs. 

3.4.2 Raman spectra of the (n,0)- and (n,n)-SWBNNTs 
We calculated the spectroscopic and geometric parameters of the (n,0)-SWBNNTs with n = 7 
to 19 and (n,n)-SWBNNTs (n=3 to 10) at the same level of the DFT used for the SWCNTs. 
The assignments to motions of atoms or groups of atoms have been carried out through use 
of vibration visualization software (GaussView03) that is similar to the assignment made for 
the (n,0)-SWCNTs as seen in Table 3.3.1, and therefore, are given here. As found for the 
CNTs, the calculated Raman spectra of the (n,0)- and (n,n)-SWBNNTs in the low frequency 
region indicated that three of the Raman bands of frequencies are strongly diameter 
dependent. If the motion of the boron and nitrogen atoms within the nanotube is due to the 
stretching of the BNNT along its diameter, this result in an elliptical shape abbreviated as 
ED mode. If it is due to the bending deformation of the BNNT, which results from 
expansion of the nanotube along diagonal axis, with the motion of two end groups being in 
opposite directions, this is abbreviated as ED mode. Finally, if the motion of the atoms is in 
the radial direction in the same phase, this is referred to radial breathing mode, RBM. The 
calculations exhibited by these Raman bands are also strongly diameter dependent as 
shown in Figure 3.4.1A-B and Figure 3.4.2A-B for the (n,0)- and (n,n)-SWBNNTs, 
respectively. The best fit were obtained using a quadratic fitting equation, given by Eq. 
3.4.1a-c and Eq. 3.4.2a-c for the (n,0)- and (n,n)-SWBNNTs, respectively. These reproduced 
the calculated RBMs within ~  0.6 cm-1 error ranges, when compared to their corresponding 
calculated Raman spectra by the DFT technique. 

 RBM岫樽,待岻 噺	伐なね.ぬね 髪 態替態.泰胎岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 態替.苔替岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.4.1a) 

 BD岫樽,待岻 噺	伐ど.のな 髪 態怠替.態怠岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 戴腿.態戴岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.4.1b) 

 ED岫樽,待岻 噺	伐ひ.ぱな 髪 態怠.替怠岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 髪 怠泰.泰泰岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.4.1c) 

 RBM岫樽,樽岻 噺	伐にば.のな 髪 態胎待.泰戴岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 胎泰.替滞岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.4.2a) 

 BD岫樽,樽岻 噺 	な.どひ 髪 怠泰戴.腿胎岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 怠替.態泰岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.4.2b) 

 ED岫樽,樽岻 噺	伐なば.なぬ 髪 戴替.待替岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 髪 胎.怠戴岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.4.2c) 
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Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 3.3.1, the calculated BD band for (n,0)-SWCNTs is not 
only diameter dependent, but is also dependent on whether the number of hexagons formed 
in the circumference direction of the SWCNTs (0,2n) type or (0,2n+1) type, respectively are 
even or odd. However, the calculated ED band for the SWBNNTs did not exhibit 
dependence on even and odd number of the hexagon in the circumference direction of the 
(n,0)-SWBNNTs. Moreover, as seen in Figure 3.4.1A-B and 3.4.2A-B, for large sized 
SWBNNTs, the ┱琢台托 and ┱台第 mode frequencies converge. The calculated frequency 
separation between the RBM and BD to found to be 11 cm-1 for the (19,0)-SWBNNT and 20 
cm-1 for the (10,10)-SWBNNTs. It should be noticed that the RBM and BD bands would have 
unresolvable for the (n>20,0)-SWBNNT, such that found for the (n,0)-SWCNTs.  
 

 
Fig. 3.4.1. Calculated Raman spectra: (A) increased resolution in the low frequency region, 
showing diameter dependence of the calculated Raman band frequencies for the (n, 0)-
SWBNNTs, n = 7 to 19; (B) the plots of the frequencies of vibrational modes (ED, BD and 
RBM) versus 1/dt. 
 

 
Fig. 3.4.2. Calculated Raman spectra: (A) increased resolution in the low frequency region, 
showing diameter dependence of the calculated Raman band frequencies for the (n, n)-
SWBNNTs, n = 3 to 10; (B) the plots of the frequencies of vibrational modes (ED, BD and 
RBM) versus 1/dt. 
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We can anticipate, as mentioned earlier for the (n,0)-SWCNTs, in general, that the 
acquisition of Raman spectra for experimental samples consisting of large diameter 
SWBNNT with the purpose of characterizing the sample in terms of electronic properties 
and purity may be complicated by the existence of this BD band, which can lead to apparent 
broadening of bands as well as the presence of additional bands that may lead to the 
erroneous conclusion that more than one type of the nanotube is present in the sample.  
Also, we have found that calculated Raman bands of the (n,0)- and (n,n)-SWBNNTs in the 
mid-frequency region (500-1000 cm-1) exit almost diameter-independent peak positions. 
While, as seen in Figure 3.4.3A, in the high-frequency region there are three major Raman 
bands that are diameter-dependent; two of them lie between 1400-1550 cm-1 region and 
another one lie between 1200-1300 cm-1 region. However, the Raman peaks at about 1200 
cm-1 remain almost constant. The latter two Raman approach one another with decreasing 
the tube diameter. For the (n,n)-SWBNNTs, the pattern of the Raman peak in the region of 
1000-1550 cm-1 are similar to these of the (n,0)-SWBNNTs. While the Raman peak at about 
1170 cm-1 remain almost constant,   the other major peaks indicated the dependence on the 
diameter of the (n,n)-SWBNNTs as shown in Figure 3.4.3B. As discussed earlier, the 
curvature energy (as given by Eq. 3.1.1) of the nanotube brings about dissimilar force 
constants along the nanotube axis and the circumference direction. Therefore, the nanotube 
geometry causes a force constant reduction along the tube axis compared to that in the 
circumferential direction. As a result, based on the calculations, the curvature effect might 
play a crucial role in the shift of the peak positions of the G-band as well as the RBM band.  
Furthermore, It should be noticed that these three major peaks (in the region of ~1200-1500 
cm-1) consist of more than one Raman peak with the different symmetry like Ag and Eg.  
 

 
Fig. 3.4.3. Calculated Raman spectra: increased resolution in the high frequency region, 
showing diameter dependence of the calculated Raman band frequencies: (A) for the (n, 0)-
SWBNNTs, n = 7 to 19 and (B) for the (n, n)-SWBNNTs, n = 3 to 10. 

Since the atomic motion for each symmetry is in different directions, one (for instance, with 
symmetry of Ag or Eg) might be enhanced or slightly shifted by a functional group 
connected to the nanotube by means of covalently bonding or electrostatic interactions. This 
enhancement or shift in the Raman active peak(s) position might provide some useful 
information about the structure of functionalized-nanotube, for instance, which of the side 
of a given functional group covalently bonded or interacts with the nanotube surface or 
functional group attached to the nanotube along the tube axis or perpendicular to it. This is 
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important because the absorption of the nanotube in the perpendicular direction is much 
greater than absorption in the parallel direction; therefore, the availability of photons with 
polarization parallel to the nanotube axis is greater than that of photons with polarization 
perpendicular to it. It means that nanotube creates a local electric field aligned along the axis 
of the nanotube and facilitating the interaction of functional group with the nanotube.  Even 
it may provide charge transfer mechanism for the functionalized-nanotube as the charge 
transfer from nanotube to molecule as observed between the molecule and nanoparticles by 
surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS).[123] 

3.5.1 IR spectra of (n,0)- and (n,n)-SWCNTs/SWBNNTs 
Figures 3.5.1A-B provide calculated IR spectra for the (n,0)- and (n,n)-SWCNTs, respectively, 
where n ranges from 6 to 19 for the zigzag and from 3 to 12 for the armchair nanotube.  As 
evidenced in Figure 3.5.1A-B, there are two IR active vibrational modes, of A2u and E1u 
symmetries, whose frequencies are strongly diameter dependent. Least squares fits to the 
computed frequencies as functions of diameter for the zigzag- and armchair-SWCNTs are 
shown in Figure 3.5.2A.  The fit to the data, for the two bands (of A2u and E1u symmetries) 
are respectively given by Eqs. 3.5.1a-b for the zigzag- and by the Eqs. 3.5.1c-d for the 
armchair-SWCNTs.  The principal motions these bands correspond to, have been 
determined by the visualization software mentioned earlier. For the A2u band, the wagging 
of the SWCNT is along its radial direction, where the motion of the two end groups move in 
opposite directions. For the E1u band, the principal motion involves wagging of the SWCNT 
along its circumference direction. Our short hand notation for these two principal vibrations 
are the subscripts shown on the frequencies, where RW and CW, respectively, specify radial 
and circumference wagging. 

 ù琢茸岫A態探; 岫n, ど岻岻 噺 	伐な.ぱの 髪 態待苔.戴腿岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 戴.胎怠岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.5.1a) 

 ù大茸岫E岫怠探岻; 岫n, ど岻岻 噺 	ば.ぬぬ 髪 戴態態.滞態岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 腿.替滞岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.5.1b) 

 ù琢茸岫A態探; 岫n, n岻岻 噺 	にはの.ねに 髪 苔.替腿岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 髪 戴泰.替滞岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.5.1c) 

 ù大茸岫E岫怠探岻; 岫n, n岻岻 噺 	ぬはば.はは 髪 戴苔.泰泰岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 髪 泰.泰怠岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.5.1d) 

It is to be noted (for completeness sake), that in the high frequency vibrational region of 
Figure 3.5.1A-B, as revealed upon close inspection, there are three IR vibrational mode of 
frequencies ~1520 cm-1 (E1u symmetry), ~1365 cm-1 (E1u) and ~1332 cm-1 (A2u) whose 
positions show weak dependence on diameter; additionally, in the mid frequency region, 
there is one IR-mode of frequency ~780 cm-1(A2u) that is also weakly diameter dependent.  
Hence, the strong diameter dependence of the two low frequency bands may be useful for 
determining structural indices of SWCNT samples. A more detailed description of the 
assignments for bands in the IR spectra for the various (n,0)-SWCNTs is contained in Table 
3.5.1. 
Figure 3.5.3A-B provide the calculated IR spectra of the zigzag-(n,0) and armchair-(n,n) 
single-wall boron nitride nanotube (SWBNNTs) exhibits similar band structure to their 
corresponding SWCNTs with the same chiral index (n,0) and (n,n), when comparing the 
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calculated IR spectra of the (n,0)- and (n,n)-SWBNNTs with the (n,0)- and (n,n)-SWCNTs 
(see Figure 3.5.1A-B). Least squares fits to the computed frequencies as functions of 
diameter for the zigzag- and armchair-SWBNNTs are shown in Figure 3.5.2B.  The fits to the 
data, for the two bands (ù琢茸 and ù大茸) are respectively given in Eqs. 3.5.2a-b for the (n,0)- 
and given in the Eqs. 3.5.2c-d for the (n,n)-SWBNNTs. 

 ù琢茸岫A態探; 岫n, ど岻岻 噺 	伐なに.ねど 髪 態戴苔.態胎岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 態戴.滞替岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.4.2a) 

 ù大茸岫E岫怠探岻; 岫n, ど岻岻 噺 	伐ぬぱ.はば 髪 戴苔胎.胎滞岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 腿怠.待待岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.4.2b) 

 ù琢茸岫A態探; 岫n, n岻岻 噺 	などね.のど 髪 怠滞胎.腿滞岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 伐 怠態.怠替岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.4.2c) 

 ù大茸岫E岫怠探岻; 岫n, n岻岻 噺 	にひぱ.なば 伐 替腿.待待岫樽鱈.達鱈貼迭岻辰盗岫樽鱈岻 髪 滞態.泰滞岫樽鱈鉄.達鱈貼迭岻岷辰盗岫樽鱈岻峅鉄  (3.4.2d) 

 

 
Fig. 3.5.1 Calculated IR spectra (A) for the (n,0)-SWCNTs, with n varying from 0 to 19; (B) 
for the (n,n)-SWCNTs with n = 3 to 12. Where signs * and + stand for the IR active modes of 
frequencies; ù琢茸岫A態探岻 and ù琢茸岫A態探, respectively.  

Furthermore, for DWCNTs  (not shown here), the calculated IR bands with A2u symmetries 
at 387 and 216 cm-1 for (0,6)- and (0,12)-SWCNTs are blue-shifted to 395 and 253 cm-1 in IR 
spectrum of (0,6)&(0,12)-DWCNTs, respectively. The IR bands with A2u symmetries at 358 
and 187 cm-1 in spectra of (0,7)- and (0,14)-SWCNTs correspond to the bands at 411 and 247 
cm-1 in spectrum of (0,7)&(0,14)-DWCNT. Furthermore, the IR bands with E1u symmetries at 
580 and 339 cm-1 for (0,6)- and (0,12)-SWCNTs are also blue-shifted to 617 and 350 cm-1 in 
the spectrum of (0,6)&(0,12)-DWCNT, respectively. The bands (with E1u symmetries) at 541 
and 295 cm-1 in spectra of (0,7)- and (0,14)-SWCNTs correspond to the bands at 567 and 300 
cm-1 in the spectrum of (0,7)&(0,14)-DWCNT, respectively. 

3.6.1 Calculated vertical transitions of the SWCNTs and SWBNNTs 
As mentioned earlier in Section 2, the chiral index (n,m) of the nanotube indicates whether 
the tube is metallic or semiconducting. When the (n-m) = 3q (q = 0, 1,2 ,3 …), all the tubes 
are metallic, if not , semiconducting. Therefore, all armchair tubes are metallic. The 
calculated density of states (DOS) of the nanotube using tight binding approximation (TBA) 
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does not comprise one smooth band, but shows a number of side-bands with spikes around 
the Fermi level separated from each other [92,124], which are called the van Hove 
singularities. The side-bands represent 1D channel for conduction along the nanotube. The 
side-bands and their sharp onsets have been observed in their tunneling DOS obtained from 
scanning tunneling spectroscopic measurements [125]. 
 

 
Fig. 3.5.2 The plots of the dependence of calculated IR frequencies, in the low frequency 
region, as a function of nanotube diameter for vibrational modes of symmetries A2u and E1u; 
(A) for the SWCNTs and (B) for the SWBNNTs. 

 

 
Fig. 3.5.3 (A) Calculated IR spectra of the (n,0)-SWNTs, with n varying from 7 to 19; (B) 
illustrate for the (n,n)-SWBNNTs with n = 3 to 10.  

For larger-diameter tubes, the singularities move close together and combine, thus making 
the DOS similar to that of a graphene layer. In contrast, for smaller-diameter nanotubes, the 
singularities are well separated specially near the Fermi level and can give initial and final 
states for a resonance Raman scattering (RRS) process. In a simplified representation, 
neglecting all the curvature effects and considering the linear dispersion of π and π* bands 
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of graphene only, the energy gap between qth van Hove singularity in valence and 
conduction bands for metallic tubes[126]  is 継槌槌暢 噺 滞槌廷銚頓頓鳥禰 噺 ぬ継槌槌聴 	岫圏 噺 な,に.ぬ,…. )  and 継槌槌聴 噺 態槌廷銚頓頓鳥禰  for semiconducting tubes as discussed in Section 2. In the case of metallic tubes, 

the linear crossing of π and π* bands near the Fermi level yields a small constant DOS 
leading to sharp van Hove singularities at energies away from the Fermi energy. In contrast, 
for semiconducting tubes, the DOS at Fermi energy is zero with sharp van Hove 
singularities away from the Fermi energy [92,127]. 
The electronic structures of the SWBNNTs were theoretically investigated by Rubio et al. 
[56] using the tight binding approximation (TBA). All SWBNNTs were found to be 
semiconducting materials with band gaps larger than 2 eV. BNNTs with larger diameters 
have a larger band gap, with a saturation value corresponding to the band gap of a 
hexagonal boron nitride (BN) as calculated by Rubio et al.[56] or see the Figure 4 in Ref.[57]. 
The subsequent studies based on local-density-functional (LDA) calculations proved that it 
is energetically more favorable to fold a hexagonal boron nitride sheet into a BNNT than to 
forma CNT from a graphite sheet [58]. This observation is also supported by our 
calculations at B3LYP/6-31G level of DFT as discussed in Section 3. Based on the band-
folding analysis, SWBNNTs are semiconductors with large-gap for the zigzag- and 
armchair-SWBNNTs. This is due to the strong hybridization effects may take place because 
tube curving reduces the BNNT’s band gap remarkably. For the (n, 0) BNNTs, with n > 12 
the hybrid state was found not to play any role in determining tube gaps. The gaps are 
steady at around 4 eV as indicated by LDA. In another calculation using density functional 
theory, the band gaps of BNNTs were eventually saturated at 5.03 eV with an increase in 
diameter [128,129,130,131,132]. Based our calculated dipole allowed vertical electronic 
transitions, for the (n, 0)-BNNTs with n > 11, the gabs are steady around 5.9 eV, see Figure 
3.6.1B and Table 3.6.4. For the (n,n)-SWBNNTs, with n>10, the band gaps slightly increases 
with increasing tube diameter and seem to be steady at around 5.84 eV according to our 
DFT calculations as seen Figure 3.6.1B and Table 3.6.4. It should be noted that there are 
many forbidden electronic transition lie below the allowed one. Based on our experience on 
the calculated electronic transitions for many organic compounds at B3LYP level and at the 
BLYP level of DFT for the transition metals [95], the calculated value of the electronic 
transitions are somewhat higher than their experimental values, as much as 0.4 eV. 
Therefore, the calculated values of the electronic band gabs for the nanotubes might be 
reasonable. 
Various methods have been developed to tune the electronic structure of BNNTs is nicely 
discussed by Chunyi Zhi et al.[57], for instance, applying electric field 
[133,134,135,136,137,138] or strain [139], or chemical methods, like doping [140,141,142,67], 
introducing defects [143,144,145] or surface modification [60,146,147]. The methods and 
species chosen are summarized in Table 2 in Ref. 57. Physical methods could directly reduce 
the band gap of BNNTs, while chemical methods were found to tune the band gap by 
introducing localized energy levels inside the gap [57]. For example, by applying an 2 V/nm 
electric field, the band gap of a (12, 12) BNNT was directly reduced from 4.5 eV to about 2.5 
eV [135], while F-doping induced an unoccupied localized state in the gap of BNNTs [148]. 
In addition, chemical modification methods of BNNTs were sometimes found to enrich the 
properties of BNNTs, for instance, polarization field was induced by chemical adsorption 
[149] or ferromagnetism appeared in doped BNNTs. 
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For electronic structure of multi-walled BNNTs (MWBNNTs), it has been reported that there 
is hybridization between p and s states of inner and outer tubes [150,151]. This effect leads 
to the top valence and bottom conduction bands localization on the outer and inner tubes, 
respectively [57]. The band gap of DWBNNTs is slightly narrower than that of the inner 
tubes. This is because the downward shifts of the p states of the inner tube are larger than 
those of the outer tube. Furthermore, in the interwall region the peculiar charge 
redistribution is induced by the near-free-electron states of BNNTs [57,152]. The fluorine 
doping can significantly modify the DWBNNTs’ inter-wall interactions and thus both tube 
walls turn into effective conducting channels. This leads to a remarkably improved electrical 
transport in them [151]. 
There are strong interactions between electrons and holes in BNNTs [54,55]. The excitonic 
effects were indeed shown to be more important in BNNTs than in CNTs. Bright and dark 
excitons in BNNTs alter the optical response qualitatively. For example, the absorption 
spectrum of the (8, 0) BNNT is dominated by a peak at 5.72 eV, due to an exciton with a 
binding energy of 2.3 eV. The binding energy for the first excitonic peak is more than 3 eV 
for the (2, 2) nanotube, which will fast converge to around 2.1 eV of the hexagonal single BN 
sheet as a result of strongly localized nature of this exciton [57], which is consistent with the 
results by the Louie’s group [54]: a 2.3 eV binding energy for a (8, 0) BNNT. 
In this section, we provided the calculated vertical electronic transitions of the (n,0)- and 
(n,n)-type nanotubes using time-dependent DFT methods at the TD-B3LYP/6-31G level. 
Table 3.6.1 and Table 3.6.2 provide the calculated electronic transitions from (7,0) to (11,0) 
and (14,0) and from (3,3) to (10,10) for the SWCNTs, respectively. The transitions from the 
(7,0) to (14,0) and from (3,3) to (10,10) for the zigzag- and armchair-SWBNNTs are given in 
Table 3.6.3 and Table 3.6.4, respectively.  
The diameter dependence of the calculated dipole allowed electronic transitions are shown 
in Figure 3.6.1A-B. As seen in Figure 3.61A, the allowed electronic transitions lie in the range 
from 0.5 eV to 3.0 eV for the (n,0)-SWCNTs, with n = 7 to 14, and lie in the range from 2.8 eV 
to 4.4 eV for the (n,n)-SWCNTs, with n=3 to 10. Furthermore, the plot of the calculated 
dipole allowed electronic transitions showed that while the allowed transitions rapidly 
decrease and stabilize (around 0.5 eV) with increasing the diameter of the (n,0)-SWCNTs, for 
the armchair SWCNTs, the electronic transitions are diameter dependent, but also these 
transitions converge and become constant (around 3 eV) with increasing tube diameters of 
the (n,n)-SWCNTs. For the SWBNNTs, the result of the calculations indicated that the dipole 
allowed electronic transitions are not only diameter dependent, but also the electronic 
transitions lie in the range from 5.7 eV to 6.6 eV as seen in Figure 6.3.1B, which is higher 
than the calculated electronic transitions for the SWCNTs. This large band gap in SWBNNTs 
relative to SWCNTs is not so surprising since the B-N bond contains a significant ionic 
component. This polarity can extremely alter both molecular and solid-state electronics as 
well as optical properties of the system by modifying the character of the frontier molecular 
orbitals [57]. Furthermore, the calculated band gap of BNNTs between 5.7 and 6.6 eV is 
independent to tube chirality. This provides good electrical insulation, in spite of the fact 
that CNTs can be a metal or a narrow band-gap semiconductor. This discrepancy in 
electronic structure results in different luminescence emission: SWBNNTs have violet or 
ultraviolet luminescence under excitation by electrons or photons, while SWCNTs can emit 
infrared light and the wavelengths depend on their chiralities. 
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Fig. 3.6.1. Diameter dependence of calculated dipole allowed vertical electronic transitions 
of: a) SWCNTs and b) SWBNNTs at B3LYP/6-31G level of DFT.  
 

 (7,0) (8,0) (9,0) (10,0) (11,0) (14,0) 

m TB DFT f TB DFT f TB DFT f TB DFT f TB DFT f TB DFT f 

1  0.91  1.04 0.77 0.02  0.56  1.10 0.64 0.01  0.36  0.758 0.50 0.0042 

2  1.25   1.46   0.80   1.09   0.51   0.63  

3  1.25   1.46   0.80   1.09   0.52   0.63  

4 1.42 1.45 0.06  2.44   0.93 0.04  1.77  0.98 0.58 0.02  0.89  

5  2.52  2.40 2.51 0.36  2.32   2.04   1.80   1.10  

6  2.53   2.51 0.36  2.32   2.04   1.80   1.10  

7  2.93   2.53   2.50  2.20 2.14 0.50 1.78 1.97 0.50  1.29 0.0872 

8  2.93   2.00   2.50   2.14 0.50  1.97 0.50 1.436 1.65 0.7917 

9  3.02   2.78   2.64   2.23 0.12  2.06 0.12  1.65 0.7925 

10  3.02   2.78   2.64   2.53   2.06   1.95  

11  3.08   2.77   2.72   2.75   2.14   1.96  

12  3.08   2.98 0.13  2.72   2.75   2.14   2.20  

dt  0.56   0.64   0.71   0.79   0.87   1.10  

Table 3.6.1. DFT-calculated vertical singlet–singlet transitions (繰宋 → 繰型 in eV) of the (n,0)-
SWCNTs, n = 7 to 11, at the B3LYP/6-31G level. Oscillator strengths (f) and results of the 
calculated energy from the tight-binding (TB) approximation for each nanotube are 
provided for comparison. The value of  was taken to be 2.7 eV in the TB calculations. The dt 
stands for diameter in nm. 
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(3,3)  (4,4)  (5,5)  (6,6)  (7,7)  (8,8)  (9,9)  (10,10)  

m DFT f DFT f DFT f DFT f DFT f DFT f DFT f DFT f 

1 1.35  1.84  2.15  2.36  2.58  2.69  2.77  2.83  

2 2.40  2.76 0.0033 2.77 0.0072 2.78 0.0106 2.84 0.0108 2.87 0.0132 2.88 0.0153 2.90 0.0173 

3 2.40  2.77  2.89  2.93  2.99  2.99  2.98  2.98  

4 2.79 0.0003 2.77  2.90  2.93  2.99  2.99  2.98  2.98  

5 3.08  3.22  3.26 0.1197 3.25 0.1118 3.25  3.18  3.14  3.11  

6 3.08  3.22  3.26  3.29  3.29 0.1042 3.28 0.0036 3.22 0.0081 3.18 0.0197 

7 3.10 0.0082 3.25  3.27  3.29  3.34 0.0012 3.28 0.0036 3.22 0.0081 3.18 0.0197 

8 3.10 0.0082 3.25  3.28 0.0007 3.29  3.34 0.0012 3.30 0.0963 3.25  3.20  

9 3.37 0.1209 3.29 0.1281 3.29  3.29  3.34  3.30  3.25  3.20  

10 3.82  3.59 0.0040 3.50  3.34  3.34  3.30  3.30 0.0878 3.30 0.0779 

11 3.88 0.0001 3.59 0.0040 3.51 0.0001 3.39 0.0002 3.35  3.35  3.35  3.34  

12 3.88 0.0001 3.69 0.0003 3.51 0.0005 3.39 0.0002 3.35  3.35  3.35  3.34  

13 3.94  3.69 0.0003 3.58  3.52 0.0017 3.53 0.0099 3.49 0.0294 3.45 0.0328 3.39  

14 3.95  3.76  3.58  3.52 0.0017 3.53 0.0099 3.49 0.0294 3.45 0.0328 3.39  

15 3.95  3.85  3.74  3.63  3.57 0.0132 3.51  3.45  3.42 0.0359 

16 3.99  3.96 0.0954 3.76 0.0606 3.63 0.0450 3.57 0.0132 3.51  3.45  3.42 0.0359 

17 3.99  3.96 0.0954 3.77 0.0658 3.63 0.0450 3.58  3.51  3.45  3.42  

18 4.15 0.1277 3.99  3.82  3.68  3.64  3.54  3.47 0.0164 3.46 0.1043 

19 4.15 0.1275 3.99  3.82  3.68  3.64  3.54  3.47 0.0165 3.46 0.1043 

20 4.37 0.0009 3.99  3.85  3.72  3.66  3.58  3.53  3.48  

dt 0.41  0.55  0.68  0.81  0.95  1.09  1.22  1.36  

Table 3.6.2. DFT-calculated vertical singlet–singlet transitions (繰宋 → 繰型 in eV) and oscillator 
strengths (f) of the (n,n)-SWCNTs, n = 3–10, at the B3LYP/6-31G level. The dt stands for 
diameter in nm. 

Moreover, the properties of triplet states in the nanotubes may play a circular role in the 
number of fundamental physics phenomena such as singlet-triplet splitting in low-
dimensional materials is a degree of electronic correlation strength and exchange effects [153], 
like that of exciton binding energy. Also, how relaxation of photo-excitations takes place in 
CNTs is not well known as a result of being weakly-emissive materials [154,155], this 
properties are called as the ’dark’ singlet excitons below the optically allowed states [156].  
The calculated singlet-triplet electronic energy levels of the (7,0)-SWCNT is given in Figure 
3.6.2A. As seen in the figure, for the (7,0)-SWCNT, while the calculations exhibited only one 
dipole allowed electronic transition (S待 → S替	) below about 3 eV; however, there are many 
forbidden or very weak electronic transitions (oscillator strength less than 0.0001) in this 
energy region. The distance between these electronic transitions are ~0.47 eV between S怠and S替	electronic energy levels and ~0.15 eV between S態岫~S戴岻 and S替	states. The calculations 
indicated similar situations for the (8,0)-SWCNT. The distance between the energy levels of the 
first excited singlet state (S怠) and second triplet state (T態	) is about 0.05 eV. As consequence, 
these results may imply that there would be an intersystem crossing (IC) from S替 to S態	 and 
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lowest triplet energy level (T態	). This process may lead to quenching the florescence by 
nonradiative decay.  
 

 
(3,3) (4,4) (5,5) (6,6) (7,7) (8,8) (9,9) (10,10) 

m DFT f DFT f DFT f DFT f DFT f DFT f DFT f DFT f 

1 5.28  5.45  5.61  5.71  5.75  5.76  5.77  5.76  
2 5.50  5.67 0.0107 5.74 0.0029 5.78 0.0005 5.80  5.82 0.0001 5.83 0.0003 5.84 0.0006 
3 5.50  5.68  5.79  5.84  5.86  5.87  5.87  5.87  
4 5.65 0.0174 5.68  5.79  5.84  5.86  5.87  5.87  5.87  
5 5.99 0.0127 5.94  5.94  5.93  5.94  5.95 0.5283 5.93 0.7425 5.91 0.9893 
6 5.99 0.0127 5.94  5.99  6.00 0.2125 5.97 0.3482 5.95 0.5284 5.93 0.7424 5.91 0.9893 
7 6.09 0.0802 6.00  5.99  6.00 0.2125 5.97 0.3512 5.97  5.99  5.97  
8 6.12  6.03 0.1050 6.03 0.1173 6.01  6.01  6.00  5.99  5.97  
9 6.12  6.08 0.0532 6.03 0.1171 6.01  6.01  6.00  6.00  6.00  
10 6.13  6.08 0.0532 6.07 0.1338 6.12 0.1620 6.08  6.05  6.02  6.00  
11 6.19 0.0418 6.13  6.14  6.12  6.08  6.05  6.02  6.02  
12 6.19 0.0418 6.13  6.14  6.12  6.15 0.1907 6.18 0.2230 6.14  6.10  
13 6.35 0.0421 6.30  6.17  6.16  6.18  6.18  6.14  6.10  
14 6.35 0.0421 6.30  6.17  6.16  6.18  6.20  6.15  6.12  
15 6.37  6.31 0.1307 6.31 0.2425 6.28 0.4262 6.24  6.20  6.15  6.12  
16 6.37  6.31 0.1307 6.31 0.2423 6.28 0.4262 6.24  6.20  6.20 0.2572 6.21 1.3747 
17 6.39  6.39  6.35  6.33  6.24  6.20  6.22  6.21 1.3750 
18 6.53  6.45  6.42  6.40 0.2929 6.25 0.6546 6.24 0.8986 6.22  6.21 0.2906 
19 6.59 0.0100 6.49 0.1349 6.44 0.2154 6.40 0.2928 6.26 0.6538 6.24 0.8979 6.22 1.1396 6.23  
20 6.59 0.0100 6.49 0.1349 6.44 0.2173 6.41  6.32  6.31  6.22 1.1396 6.23 0.0005 
dt 0.42  0.56  0.69  0.83  0.97  1.11  1.25  1.38  

Table 3.6.3. DFT-calculated vertical singlet–singlet transitions (繰宋 → 繰型 in eV) and oscillator 
strengths (f) of the (n,n)-SWBNNTs, n = 3–10, at the B3LYP/6-31G level. The dt stands for 
the diameter in nm. 

For the (8,0)-SWCNT, the calculations indicated that there are two dipole allowed electronic 
transitions below 3 eV. Dipole allowed second electronic state (S2) lies about 0.03 eV above 
the second triplet excited state (T2), see Figure 3.6.2A. If an ISC process between the S2 and 
T2 electronic states take place, then, there would be a T2T1 transition followed by a triplet-
singlet electronic transition T怠 ⟶ S待,  see Appendix in Section 4 for detailed discussions for 
the singlet-triplet transitions. As a consequence, as mentioned in Ref. 153 that the triplet 
states play any crucial role for the nonradiative decay of photo-excitations and this property 
is called the “dark” singlet excitons below the optically allowed states [153,156].  
Similarly, the calculated vertical transitions for the (8,0)- and (4,4)-SWBNNTs, up to ~6 eV,  
indicated that there are many forbidden or very weak electronic transitions (oscillator 
strength (f) less than 0.0001) that lie below the first dipole allowed singlet-singlet electronic 
transition. The first dipole allowed singlet-singlet electronic transition has almost the same 
energy with the spin forbidden singlet-triplet electronic transitions in addition to many 
dipole forbidden singlet-singlet transitions below the first dipole allowed electronic 
transitions as seen in Figure 3.6.2B. Thus, these calculated findings may suggest that there 
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would be a IC and/or ISC processes for the (4,4)- and (8,0)-SWBNNTs, which might lead to 
a nonradiative decay. 
 

 
(7,0) (8,0) (9,0) (10,0) (11,0) (12,0) (13,0) (14,0)  

m DFT f DFT f DFT f DFT f DFT f DFT f DFT f DFT f 

1 5.05  5.61  5.77  5.87  5.82  5.83  5.84  5.82  
2 5.05  5.61  5.86  6.01  5.92  5.95  5.95  5.92  
3 5.67  5.69  5.86  6.01  5.92  5.95  5.95  5.92  
4 5.67  5.80  5.87 0.0215 6.01 0.0481 5.95 0.1456 5.97 0.0871 5.96 0.1029 5.95 0.1456 
5 5.68  5.87  5.87 0.0215 6.01 0.0481 5.95 0.1456 5.97 0.0871 5.96 0.1029 5.95 0.1456 
6 5.68  6.00 0.0255 5.95 0.0135 6.07 0.0251 5.98 0.0233 6.01 0.0239 6.00 0.0186 5.98 0.0233 
7 5.73  6.00 0.0255 6.06 

 
6.24 

 
6.07 

 
6.19  6.11  6.07  

8 5.84 0.0095 6.02  6.06 
 

6.24 
 

6.07 
 

6.19  6.11  6.07  
9 5.84 0.0094 6.02  6.06 

 
6.34 

 
6.24 1.4646 6.30 0.8777 6.26 0.0094 6.24 1.4646 

10 5.87  6.04 
 

6.06 
 

6.34 
 

6.24 1.4646 6.30 0.8777 6.26 0.0094 6.24 1.4646 
11 5.87  6.07 0.0164 6.09 

 
6.35 

 
6.33 0.0700 6.36 0.0256 6.26 1.3216 6.33 0.0700 

12 5.90  6.11 
 

6.09 
 

6.35 
 

6.33 0.0700 6.39 0.0168 6.26 1.3217 6.33 0.0700 
13 5.90  6.11  6.16 

 
6.35 0.4783 6.37 0.0226 6.39 0.0168 6.36  6.37 0.0226 

14 5.93 0.0180 6.14  6.16  6.35 0.4784 6.40  6.43  6.37  6.40  
15 6.04  6.14 

 
6.28 

 
6.38 0.0317 6.40 

 
6.51 0.5031 6.37  6.40  

16 6.04  6.16  6.28 
 

6.43 
 

6.41 0.2283 6.51 0.5031 6.40 0.0557 6.41 0.2283 
17 6.09  6.16  6.30 0.0918 6.43 0.1102 6.41 0.2283 6.52  6.45  6.41 0.2283 
18 6.09  6.17  6.30 0.0918 6.43 0.1102 6.43 

 
6.52  6.45  6.43  

19 6.24 0.1460 6.18  6.35 
 

6.50 
 

6.48 
 

6.59 0.0012 6.50  6.48  
20 6.24 0.1468 6.33 0.2616 6.35 

 
6.62 

 
6.48 

 
6.59 0.0012 6.60  6.48  

dt 0.56  0.64  0.72 
 

0.80 
 

0.88 
 

0.96  1.04  1.12  

Table 3.6.4. DFT-calculated vertical singlet–singlet transitions (繰宋 → 繰型 in eV) and oscillator 
strengths (f) of the (n,0)-SWBNNTs, n = 7–14, at the B3LYP/6-31G level. The dt stands for 
the diameter in nm. 
 

 
Fig. 3.6.2. Calculated singlet and triplet vertical electronic transitions: (A) for the (7,0)- and 
(8,0)-SWCNT and (B) for the (4,4)- and (8,0)-SWBNNTs at TD-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of 
DFT. The vertical solid lines indicate dipole allowed vertical electronic transitions. 
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3.7 Functionalization of single-wall carbon nanotubes 
Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) demonstrate useful properties for different 
prospective applications counting miniature biological devices, such as used as electrodes 
for detecting biomolecules in solutions. Furthermore, the electrical properties of SWNTs are 
sensitive to surface charge transfer and changes in the surrounding electrostatic 
environment, undergo severe changes by adsorptions of desired molecules or polymers 
[157,158]. SWNTs are subsequently promising for chemical sensors for detecting molecules 
in the gas phase and biosensors for probing biological processes in solutions. Nevertheless, 
significant effort is necessary to realize interactions between nanotubes and organic 
molecules or biomolecules and how to impart explicitness and selectivity to nanotube-based 
bioelectronic devices [159]. 
Functionalizated carbon nanotube with inorganic and biological macromolecules like 
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) makes possible the formation of hybrid materials with 
interesting properties. Biological functionalization, particularly deoxyribonucleic acid 
(DNA) functionalization has attracted much scientific attention because of the possible 
development of sensitive and ultrafast detection systems for molecular electronics. As a 
result of the existence of a large number of delocalized -electrons on its bases, DNA can be 
used as molecular wire [160]. Furthermore, the functionalization of CNTs with DNA 
molecules magnifies the CNT solubility in organic media and promotes application and 
development in DNA based nanobiotechnology. Also, the functionalization character of 
CNTs with DNA molecules may be used to distinguish metallic CNT from semiconducting 
CNTs. DNA chains have various functional structural groups available for covalent 
interaction with CNTs for construction of DNA-based devices through the sequence-specific 
pairing interactions. Functionalized carbon nanotubes (CNT) are proficient for biomedical 
applications [161,162]. They can be used for biosensing [163] or act as nano-heaters [164], 
temperature sensors [165] and drug-carrier systems for therapy and diagnosis at the cellular 
level [166]. Functionalization of the outer surface of CNT with biomolecules such as nucleic 
acids, proteins, peptides and polymers makes possible their definite internalization into the 
cell [167,168,169]. On the other hand, the acceptable uptake mechanism remains a 
contentious problem since it may depend on cell type, bio-functionalizated scheme, size of 
the nanotube and other factors [170,171,172,173].  
Müller et al.[174] have reported that the Raman signal of functionalized carbon nanotube, 
specially the intensity of the radial breathing mode, suffer from its chemical 
functionalization. They concluded that chemical reaction appears to be diameter selective 
under certain reaction conditions, possibly accompanied by an effect related to the tube 
species. Sayes at el.[175] used Raman spectroscopy and thermogravimetric analysis to 
analysis the phenylated-SWNTs (SWNT-phenyl-SO3H and SWNT-phenyl-SO3Na). They 
have reported that Raman spectroscopy provide a direct evidence of covalent sidewall 
functionalization. They mentioned that Raman spectrum of the starting purified SWNTs 
shows a small disorder mode (D-band) at 1290 cm−1 (in Fig. 2A of Ref.[175]). The spectra of 
the least, medium and most functionalized samples exhibit progressively increasing 
disorder modes relative to the large tangential modes (G-band) at ~1590 cm−1.  
In this section, we provided the calculated the calculated Raman and IR spectra of 
functionalized (7,0)-SWCNT, using the B3LYP functional with the basis sets 6-31G on carbon 
and hydrogen atoms and 6-311G(d,p) basis set used for oxygen and nitrogen atoms. All 
functional groups used here (-phenyl-SO3H, carboxy (-CO2H), and 3-methoxy-6-methyl-4- 
[(2-nitro-4-methylphenyl) azo] benzene) are covalently bonded to the (7,0)-SWCNT. The 
calculated Raman spectrum of the functionalized carbon nanotube is given in Figure 3.7.1,  
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Fig. 3.7.1. Calculated Raman spectra of functionalized and isolated (7,0)-SWCNT. 
 

 
Fig. 3.7.2. Calculated IR spectra of functionalized and isolated (7,0)-SWCNT. 

with the spectrum of the (7,0)-SWCNTs for comparison. As shown in the figure, there is 
slight shift in the peak positions, however, the relative intensities of specially G-, D- and 
RBM modes changed with the functional group, which is consistent with the experimental 
observations as discussed above. It should be pointed out that the calculated Raman 
spectrum was for the nonresonance case; however, the experimental measurements usually  
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 (7,0)-SWCNT carboxy (-CO2H)- 
(7,0)-SWCNT 

phenyl-SO3H- 
(7,0)-SWCNT 

3-methoxy-6-
methyl-4- 

[(2-nitro-4-
methylphenyl) 
azo] benzene-
(7,0)-SWCNT 

RBM(A1g) 

 
 
 
 

414.04  
385.78 

 
390.48 

 
385.82 

BD(E1g) 

 
 
 
 

308.03 
 

306.27 
 

307.27 
 

311.05 
ED(E2g) 

 
 
 
 
 

109.82 

 
 

95.26 

 
 

120.83 

 
 

111.98 

Fig. 3.7.3. Calculated molecular motions for selected vibrational bands of the functionalized 
(7,0)-SWCNT and the calculated values of vibrational frequencies in cm-1. 
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at the resonance case. Therefore, the relative intensities of corresponding peaks in the 
observed spectrum at the resonance may be expected to somewhat differ in intensity 
reference to their nonresonance spectrum. Figure 3.7.2 provides the calculated IR spectra of 
the functionalized (7,0)-SWCNT with these functional group. The IR spectra of these 
functionalized-CNT showed that the IR spectrum of isolated (7,0)-SWCNT differ than its 
functionalized structure. Figure 3.7.3 shows the vibrational motion for the selected 
vibrational modes of the frequency in low energy region.  
The calculated electronic transitions of the functionalized (7,0)-SWCNT with various 
functional groups showed that the functionalized (7,0)-SWCNT produce many dipole 
allowed electronic transition in low energy region, while the isolated (7,0)-SWCNT exhibited 
only one allowed transition in the same region (see Table 3.7.1).  The calculated dipole 
allowed vertical electronic transition for the 3-methoxy-6-methyl-4- [(2-nitro-4-
methylphenyl) azo] benzene functionalized (7,0)-SWCNT (with  the calculated electron 
densities in molecular orbitals as seen in Figure 3.7.4) suggested that there might be a charge 
transfer (CT) mechanism as result of the transitions from the HOMO of the SWCNT to the 
LUMO of the molecule. 
 

HOMO(a)-1 HOMO(a) LUMO(a) LUMO(a)+1  HOMO(b)  LUMO(b) LUMO(b)+1 

    

 

 

 

  

Fig. 3.7.4. Plot of the electron densities in the HOMOs and LUMOs for the 3-methoxy-6-
methyl-4- [(2-nitro-4-methylphenyl) azo] benzene-(7,0)-SWCNT system. 

Furthermore, we also calculated dipole allowed vertical electronic transitions for two of the 
3-methoxy-6-methyl-4- [(2-nitro-4-methylphenyl) azo] benzene molecules covalently 
bonded to (7,0)-SWCNT, see Table 3.7.2. Figure 3.7.5 provides the calculated electron 
densities in molecular orbitals. The results of calculated dipole  allowed vertical electronic 
transitions suggested that the 繰宋 → 繰惣 transition is favorable candidate for the charge 
transfer from the (7,0)-SWCNT to the 3-methoxy-6-methyl-4- [(2-nitro-4-methylphenyl) azo] 
benzene molecule in consequence of the transitions from the highest occupied molecular 
orbital of the CNT to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital of the 3-methoxy-6-methyl-4- 
[(2-nitro-4-methylphenyl) azo] benzene molecules as shown in Figure 3.7.5. It should be 
noted that the spin forbidden electronic transition (繰宋 → 桑匝; 0.728 eV) lies between the 繰宋 → 繰匝岫ど.ばはは	eV岻 and 繰宋 → 繰惣岫ど.ばばは岻 dipole allowed electronic transitions as seen in Table 
3.7.2. This result indicates a possibility of the ISC process for this doubly functionalized 
(10,0)-SWCNT system. 
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0n HL CI eV f 0n HL CI eV f 

01 H(b) L(b) 0.29 1.30 0.0012 06 H(a) L(a) 0.32 1.54 0.0011 

 H(b) L(b)+1 0.93    H(a) L(a)+2 0.67   

02 H(b) L(b) 0.94 1.44 0.0003 07 H(a)-1L(a) 0.86 1.55 0.0021 

 H(b) L(b)+1 -0.28    H(a) L(a)+2 0.28   

03 H(a)-1L(a)+2 0.69 1.47 0.0030 08 H(a)-1L(a)+1 0.80 1.56 0.0025 

 H(b)-1L(b)+3 0.16    H(a) L(a)+2 0.50   

04 H(a) L(a) 0.80 1.51 0.0008 09 H(a)-7L(a) 0.64 1.57 0.0003 

 H(a) L(a)+1 0.54    H(a)-1L(a) 0.38   

05 H(a) L(a) -0.47 1.52 0.0042 010 H(b) L(b)+1 0.12 1.65 0.0055 

 H(a) L(a)+1 0.79    H(b) L(b)+2 0.95   

Table 3.7.1. Calculated vertical doublet-doublet electronic transitions (経待 → 経津) energies and 
oscillator strengths (f) of the functionalized (7,0)-SWCNT at TD-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of 
the theory. Where the functional group, 3-methoxy-6-methyl-4- [(2-nitro-4-methylphenyl) 
azo] benzene, is covalently bonded to the (7,0)-SWCNT (see Fig. 3.7.4). While the upper case 
letters H and L indicate the highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) and the lowest 
unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO), respectively, the lower case letters (a) and (b) stand 
for the alpha and beta spin states, respectively. CI represents configurationally interaction 
coefficient. 

 

 
Fig. 3.7.5. Plot of the electron densities in the HOMOs and LUMOs for the 3-methoxy-6-
methyl-4- [(2-nitro-4-methylphenyl) azo] benzene-(7,0)-SWCNT system. 

We optimized the functionalized (10,0)-SWCNT, with four of the 3-methoxy-6-methyl-4- [(2-
nitro-4-methylphenyl) azo] benzene molecules which covalently bonded to (10,0)-SWCNT. 
Because of the technique reason, we could not calculate the electronic transitions. However, 
when we plot the electron density in the molecular orbitals as seen in Figure 3.7.6, the 
HOMO, LUMO and LUMO+1 belongs to (10,0)-SWCNT, the molecular orbitals from  
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S待 → S樽 HOMO→LUMO CI eV f 
繰宋→ 桑契 

HOMO-->LUMO CI eV 繰宋 → 繰層 HOMO→LUMO+1 0.64 0.375  繰宋 → 桑層 HOMO-1→LUMO -0.15 0.174 繰宋 → 繰匝 HOMO→LUMO 0.36 0.766 0.0232  HOMO→LUMO+1 0.94  

 HOMO→LUMO+2 -0.23   繰宋 → 桑匝 HOMO-2→LUMO 0.13 0.728 繰宋 → 繰惣 HOMO→LUMO+2 0.65 0.776 0.0009  HOMO→LUMO+4 0.78  

 HOMO→LUMO+3 0.23   繰宋 → 桑惣 HOMO→LUMO+1 0.11 0.758 繰宋 → 繰想 HOMO→LUMO -0.29 0.810 0.0407  HOMO→LUMO+2 0.69  

 HOMO→LUMO+2 -0.10   繰宋 → 桑想 HOMO→LUMO+3 0.69 0.775 

 HOMO→LUMO+3 0.50    HOMO→LUMO+4 0.14  繰宋 → 繰捜 HOMO-2→LUMO -0.14 0.988 0.0070     

 HOMO→LUMO+4 0.63       繰宋 → 繰掃 HOMO-1→LUMO 0.67 1.062      

Table 3.7.2. Calculated vertical singlet-singlet (S待 → S樽) and singlet-triplet (S待 → T樽) 
electronic transitions for two of the 3-methoxy-6-methyl-4- [(2-nitro-4-methylphenyl) azo] 
benzene molecule covalently bonded to (7,0)-SWCNT. Where The calculations were 
performed at TD-B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of the DFT. CI stands for configurationally 
interaction coefficient. 
 

 
HOMO 

 
LUMO 

 
LUMO+1 

 
LUMO+2 

 
LUMO+3 

 
LUMO+4 

Fig. 3.7.6. Plot of the electron densities in the HOMOs and LUMOs for the 3-methoxy-6-
methyl-4- [(2-nitro-4-methylphenyl) azo] benzene-(7,0)-SWCNT system. 
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LUMO+2 to LUMO+5 belongs to the 3-methoxy-6-methyl-4- [(2-nitro-4-methylphenyl) azo] 
benzene molecules. This results again suggested the charge transfer from the (10,0)-
SWCNTs to the molecule in low energy region. 
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